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Abstract
Variable Valve Timing (VVT) presents a powerful tool in the relentless pursuit of efficiency
improvements in the internal combustion engine. As the valves have such ultimate control
over the gas exchange processes, extensive research effort in this area has shown how valve
event timing can be manipulated to reduce engine pumping losses, fuel consumption and
engine out emissions. Pumping losses may be significantly reduced by use of throttleless
strategies, making use of intake valve duration for load control, while alternative cycles
such as the Miller cycle allow modification of the effective compression ratio.
More recently, the value of single valve operation in part load conditions is exploited,
bringing with it the concept of asymmetric valve lifts. Work in this area found the side
effect of asymmetric valve operation is a significant change in the behaviour of the in-
cylinder flow structures, velocities and turbulence intensity. Work presented in this thesis
exploits asymmetric valve strategies to modify the in-cylinder flow conditions.
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a method employed in the fluids dy-
namics field to facilitate the separation of coherent motion structures from the turbulence.
In the presented work, the application of POD to in-cylinder flow analysis is further devel-
oped by the introduction of a novel method for identifying the POD modes representative
of coherent motion and those representative of the turbulence. A POD mode correlation
based technique is introduced and developed, with the resulting fields showing evidence
of coherence and turbulence respectively.
Experimental tests are carried out using a full length optically accessible, single cylinder
research engine equipped with a fully variable valve train (FVVT) to allow full control
of both valve timing and lift. In-cylinder flow is measured through the use of Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) at several crank angle timings during the intake stroke whilst
the engine is operated under a range of asymmetric valve strategies. The exhaust valves
and one intake valve have their respective schedules fixed, while the second intake valve
schedule is adjusted to 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 0% lift.
i
The resulting PIV fields are separated into coherent motion and turbulence using
the developed technique, allowing for analysis of each constituent independently. The
coherent element gives insight to large scale flows, often of the order of magnitude of
the cylinder. These structures not only give a clear indication of the overall motion and
allow assessment of flow characteristics such as swirl and tumble ratio, but the variation
in the spatial location of these structures provides additional insight to the cyclic to cycle
variation (CCV) of the flow, which would not otherwise be possible due to the inclusion
of the turbulent data. Similarly, with the cyclic variation removed from the turbulent
velocity field, a true account of the fluctuating velocity, u’ and derived values such as the
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) may be gained.
Results show how manipulation of a one intake valve timing can influence both the
large scale motions and the turbulence intensity. By the reduction of lift, the swirl ratio is
increased almost linearly as the typical counter-rotating vortex pair becomes asymmetric,
before a single vortex structure is observed in the lowest lift cases. A switching mechanism
between the two is identified and found to be responsible for increased levels of CCV.
With the reduction in lift, TKE is observed not only to increase, but change the spatial
distribution of turbulence.
Of course, the reduction in valve lift comes with the penalty of a reduced valve curtain
area. However, it was identified both in literature and throughout this study that the re-
duction in lift did not negatively influence the engine breathing as the same trapped mass
was achieved under all cases with no adjustment of manifold pressure. While literature
shows both bulk motion and turbulence are key in liquid fuel break-up during the intake
stroke, the mixing effects under port-injected natural gas were investigated experimen-
tally using Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF). The valve strategy was found to have no
significant effect on the mixture distribution at the time of spark.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The international Energy Agency’s 2015 report shows a global CO2 emission from fuel
combustion of 32.2Gton in 2013, of which road transport accounts for 5.55 Gton (17.2%)
[1]. The internal combustion engine remains the primary power plant of the road transport
industry, and increasing environmental concerns are leading the automotive industry to
the pursuit of ever increasing engine efficiency and reduced tailpipe emissions.
Modern automotive engines incorporate many technologies to improve engine efficiency
and potentially reduce fuel consumption and vehicle emissions. Over recent decades, the
market has seen a shift away from naturally aspirated, larger capacity engines, towards
smaller capacity, turbo-charged units equipped with variable valve timing. Concurrently,
research in alternative fuels has advanced so that there are several viable alternatives,
including gaseous fuels.
The work presented in this thesis aims to improve the understanding of the impact
of engine technologies, specifically variable valve timing on the in-cylinder flow in an I.C.
engine. Further, the suitability of this technology in an alternatively fuelled engine is
sought.
The current chapter states the research objectives and novel contributions. A thesis
outline then guides the reader through the remaining chapters of the presented work.
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1.1 Research objectives
The major objectives of this research project are:
• To investigate the effects of variable valve lift strategies on in-cylinder air flow at
both large and small scales
• Assess the suitability of variable valve lift strategies in a natural gas fuelled I.C.
engine
1.2 Novel contributions
The objective of this work is to better understand the influence of valve strategy on the in-
cylinder flow field. This has been achieved through experimental fluid flow measurements
and the development of a technique to separate velocity fluctuation contributions. The
novel contributions are:
• A developed technique based on the spatial correlation of POD modes to separate
coherent and incoherent structures from non-time resolved experimental data
• Determination of the turbulent kinetic energy from non-time resolved experimental
data, identifying the overestimation of commonly used methods
• Cyclic variation of vortex location and behaviour is revealed, including a switching
mechanism between flow dominated by a counter-rotating vortex pair and a single,
central vortex
• Identification of the operating window for partial lift valve strategies without detri-
mental effect on the quantity of trapped mass
• Linking the effect of valve strategy induced intake stroke turbulence to combustion
duration
2
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1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 2: Background study. This chapter discusses variable valve systems and the alter-
native strategies made possible through their use, in particular the effects such strategies
may have on in-cylinder flow. The existing literature in the areas of variable valve timing
and in-cylinder flow measurement and analysis is investigated. Further background infor-
mation relevant to areas discussed later in the thesis is also given in this chapter.
Chapter 3: Experimental facilities and techniques. This chapter details both the exper-
imental hardware and methodology for data acquisition used throughout the presented
work. Particular attention is paid to the single cylinder optical research engine (SCORE)
from which the majority of the presented data is obtained. The PIV and LIF optical
techniques are also described in this chapter as they are used throughout the work.
Chapter 4: Data Reduction and Analysis. As the tests carried out throughout this work
produce large data-sets, this chapter describes the methodology employed to analyse this
data and where necessary extract meaningful descriptors allowing comparison between
test conditions. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) methodology is introduced in
this chapter before being further developed in a later chapter.
Chapter 5: Decomposition of flow fields. The development of a methodology for decom-
posing vector fields is presented in this chapter. The flow may be decomposed into a set
of components; mean field, low frequency fluctuations and high frequency fluctuations.
These low and high frequency fluctuations are associated with the cyclic variation and
the turbulence respectively. The proposed methodology uses the POD technique with the
cut-off between low and high order reconstructions based on correlation of spatial modes.
Chapter 6: Analysis of flow fields under asymmetric valve profiles. Methodology discussed
and developed in previous chapters is applied to test data to characterise the in-cylinder
flow. The effect of asymmetry in the valve strategy is investigated; both in terms of large
scale convective flows and turbulent structures.
Chapter 7: The impact of valve strategy engine breathing and combustion. This chapter
investigates the wider effect of valve lift on engine operation at a high level. The effects
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on the gas exchange process is investigated through the use of experimental data and a
thermodynamic model. The effects on fuel distribution of a pre-mixed charge are explored
and the effects on the subsequent combustion.
Chapter 8: Conclusions & further work. The results and findings from analysis of previous
chapters are summarised in this chapter. Areas for further work are also identified and
discussed.
4
Chapter 2
Background study
2.1 Introduction
A brief introduction to the background was given in Chapter 1, detailing the motivation
for engine efficiency improvements and the efforts of the automotive industry to achieve
this. This chapter will cover the in-cylinder flow occurring in an internal combustion
engine equipped with some of the state of the art technologies, specifically active valve
trains.
An introduction to variable valve strategies is presented, identifying the relevance of
the current work. Flow through valves is next described as the intake valves have the
final influence on the flow from the intake system before entering the cylinder. In-cylinder
motion is discussed considering the large, macro-scale motions and the smaller, turbulent
motions. Literature is reviewed in relation to the measurement and analysis of these
areas in engines with variable valve strategies, with gaps highlighted where the existing
understanding may be extended.
2.2 Variable valve timing
Internal combustion engines use intake and exhaust valves to control the intake and ex-
haust gases in and out of the combustion chamber respectively. The majority of these
5
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systems feature one or more rotating cams that drive spring loaded poppet valves via cam
followers. This system gives fixed timing to each valve and offers no variation leading to
profiles often being a compromise between those required for several operating conditions.
It was discovered as early as the 1920’s that it may be advantageous to vary the valve
timing in accordance with differing engine operating speeds. In 1924 Csandy and Woydt
filed a patent for a method of varying the timing by use of inner and outer cams [2]. Despite
this, until recently fixed valve timing has been more extensively used due to packaging
and cost considerations.
Variable valve timing (VVT) describes an umbrella of systems all with the same ob-
jective of providing a means of varying the timing of the intake and/or exhaust valves
relative to the engine cycle location. The parameters of interest are the valve opening and
closing times, the maximum valve lift and in some systems, dwell at this maximum lift
condition.
Tuning of these parameters is a vital part of engine design as vehicle and engine man-
ufacturers seek to further develop the efficiency of their engines across a wider operating
range.
2.2.1 Variable valve systems
With the majority of engine manufacturers offering a VVT system, there are many ap-
proaches to achieving this. Systems are classified by the method of achieving variation:
• Mechanical
• Electrical/Electromagnetic
• Hydraulic/Electrohydraulic
• Pneumatic
The vast majority of VVT systems in production still use a camshaft and some me-
chanical and/or electrical actuation. Earlier systems offer discrete profiles in which the
the system steps between cam lobes once the engine enters pre-determined area of the
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operational map. As engine speed is the most significant parameter, it is often the case
for a VVT system to have a low speed and a high speed profile.
A further development in the mechanical VVT systems allows an element of contin-
uous variation. Flierl and Klu¨ting describe BMW’s ”Double VANOS” system which has
an infinitely adjustable inlet valve lift by using an additional, eccentric shaft and an in-
termediate lever which determines to what level the camshaft drives the inlet valves [3].
Flierl and Klu¨ting also describe an electromagnetic valve train system by BMW which
uses two solenoids and a spring to provide control over the valve timing. The power
consumption increase is said to be equal to the power saving of eliminating the frictional
losses at the roller-bearing interface of a conventional system and at part load, the system
can lead to a fuel consumption reduction.
Whilst the issue of power consumption is dealt with under certain engine operating
conditions, control of the valves has historically been the challenge. The characteristic
polynomial profile achieved with cam based systems can be difficult to achieve in electro-
magnetic systems. Instead, they can suffer from large jerk forces and increased touchdown
velocities [4]. The forces caused by these fundamentally different valve profiles and result-
ing high accelerations (Figure 2.1(a) in comparison to Figure 2.1(b)) can lead to vehicle
noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) concerns. However, with the work by BMW and
other research in this area [5,6], control systems have improved to the stage of being feasi-
ble for production in systems only requiring variation of timing and dwell, not maximum
lift.
Hydraulic systems are becoming an increasingly popular alternative solution. The
”UNIAIR” system, already in production at FIAT is based on the lost motion principle.
This sees the cam drive the valves via a hydraulic link. The hydraulic link is also connected
to a spring loaded accumulator via a solenoid valve. With this solenoid valve closed the
inlet valve would follow the normal cam profile. However, with the solenoid valve open,
a proportion of the flow is diverted to the accumulator resulting in a reduced lift and/or
earlier closing of the inlet valve. The flexibility of this system has seen multiple studies
7
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Figure 2.1: Typical mechanical and electromagnetic valve profiles, velocities and acceler-
ations
carried out using it to control often novel engine concepts [7–10].
The increasing freedom in these variable systems leads to cam-less, fully variable valve
timing (FVVT). Turner et. al. [11] assert a system may only be described as a FVVT
system when it is able to fully vary lift, duration and timing independently. Hydraulic
systems such as that used in the presented work, the research Lotus AVT offer FVVT.
The system has has only been used in engine research due to the impracticality, high cost
and excessive power consumption in comparison to conventional cam systems - a drawback
which is not a concern with the engine installed in an engine testing facility.
Further development was carried out in collaboration with Eaton Automotive to demon-
strate a production version of the system [12]. Power consumption was significantly re-
duced to levels comparable with mechanical systems by incorporating a return spring on
the valves and therefore requiring only hydraulic pressure to open the valve as opposed to
the valve being driven closed by hydraulic pressure. This reduces the power consumption
as it is a function of flow rate and pressure. In addition, the system is not designed to
follow polynomial lift profiles as these are described as a limitation of cam systems.
Not to be confused with pneumatic hybrid engines, pneumatic VVT systems are a
more recently explored method of controlling valve timing. Pneumatic systems such as
that described by Ma and Zhu [13] utilise a piston and spring/damper assembly with
compressed air fed to one side in order to drive open the valve.
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The system is similar in principle to a hydraulically actuated system but with the
advantage of using air as the driving medium, any small leakage past the valve seals will
have negligible effect. However, air has distinct disadvantages in comparison to hydraulic
fluid as its compressibility and sensitivity to temperature can cause cycle to cycle variation
in valve lift. Although not necessarily attributed to this reason, Ma and Zhu found errors
of up to 0.7mm at high lift conditions and 1.3mm at low lift conditions, however, errors
were found to decrease slightly with engine speed.
It is the conclusion of the author that with the current maturity of variable valve
timing systems and potential future development - there is a key opportunity for engine
designers to research ever increasingly ’unconventional valve profiles’ in order to increase
the efficiency and performance of the IC engine.
2.2.2 Variable valve strategies
Before discussing variable valve strategies, it should first be established what is described
by conventional valve timing for a four-stroke, SI engine. Typically, the intake valves open
a little before the beginning of the intake stroke. This is a consequence of the polynomial
valve profile, and it ensures a sufficient lift for the entire intake stroke. The intake valves
then close some time - approximately 40-50° into the compression stroke. This again is
to ensure sufficient valve lift for the duration of the stroke, but also makes use of the
momentum of the gas to continue to fill the cylinder.
The exhaust valves open approximately 45° before the start of the exhaust stroke to
make use of the increased cylinder pressure to force the exhaust gases out. Finally, the
exhaust valves close approximately 10° into the intake stroke to allow the intake gases
to force out some exhaust gases. This period of time with both sets of valves open is
referred to as the valve overlap period and is a key parameter in determining the quantity
of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The valve timing is described graphically in Figure
2.2.
When considering the gas flow into and out of the cylinder at a range of engine speeds
9
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Figure 2.2: Conventional valve timing for four-stroke SI engine
it becomes clear that the requirements of the valve timing, specifically the valve overlap
period become different. This leads to the conventional, fixed timing being a compromise.
Initially, VVT profiles were sought to improve the performance of the engine usually
by basic phasing of the intake opening and/or closing timing, for example the work of Sher
and Bar-Kohany [14] who identified a potential torque improvement of some 6% using such
a strategy. But in the modern day it is a tool that is increasingly used to gain efficiency
improvements and therefore the following discussion will describe alternative profiles and
cycles developed with the aim of improved efficiency, predominantly by the reduction in
pumping losses.
Variable valve strategies are typically classified according to the valve phased and
whether the phasing is considered to be earlier or later according to conventional timing
strategies. The timing strategies are commonly known as one or a combination of:
• EIVC - Early intake valve closing
• LIVC - Late intake valve closing
• EIVO - Early intake valve opening
• LIVO - Late intake valve opening
• EEVO - Early exhaust valve opening
• LEVO - Late exhaust valve opening
10
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• EEVC - Early exhaust valve closing
• LEVC - Late exhaust valve closing
Hong et. al. [15] provides a comprehensive summary of the literature surrounding the
benefits and drawbacks of intake and exhaust valve open and close timing strategies in
terms of pumping losses and engine performance.
In terms of the exhaust valves, the benefits of variable timing are centred around the
emissions improvements achievable with increased levels of internal exhaust gas recircu-
lation (iEGR). It is primarily the exhaust valve closing timing which dictates iEGR; late
closing of the exhaust valve, LEVC leads to suction of the gases from the manifold back
into the cylinder. Both EEVO and LEVO strategies result in penalties in terms of engine
performance, with EEVO seeing significant increases to fuel consumption as the expansion
stroke is cut-short, this may also result in increased HC emissions. However, the strategy
is sought in cases requiring an increased exhaust gas temperature, for example in diesel
oxidation catalyst light-off [16].
With regards to the intake valves, LIVO comes with a slight pumping loss penalty,
but little cost of volumetric efficiency. This is due to the larger pressure differential at the
intake open event, resulting in higher velocities through the valve. EIVO may be used to
increase the amount of iEGR via the back-flow of exhaust gases into the intake manifold
during the exhaust stroke, also resulting in a potential reduction in pumping losses. The
use of EIVO rather than LEVC to increase iEGR comes with the additional benefit of
contact with the cooler intake manifold reducing the temperature of the recirculated gases.
EIVC and LIVC are strategies featuring most predominately in in literature. They
may both be used as a method of load control and therefore potentially eliminating the
need for a throttle valve and a method for realising the Miller cycle. By closing the valve
early, there is effectively only a partial intake stroke, thus reducing the gas exchange time
and reducing pumping work. Examples of studies by both Zheng et. al. [17] and Luisi et.
al. [18] compared the realisation of Miller strategy by either EIVC or LIVC. Zheng et. al.
finds both EIVC and LIVC have improvements in BSFC of 8.8% and 4.2% respectively
11
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Figure 2.3: Definition of valve geometry terms
in their case, favouring the EIVC strategy. However, Luisi et. al. consider the additional
knock mitigation under the LIVC strategy due to the reduction in effective compression
ratio and therefore temperature. De Simio et. al. [19] extensively test EIVC strategies
using a validated 1D thermodynamic model and suggest the range of potential BSFC
benefits to be in the range of 5 - 15%.
2.3 Flow through valves
Engine breathing is controlled by intake and exhaust valves in the cylinder head. Through-
out the engine cycles, these poppet valves vary their lift to allow air flow in and out of the
engine.
Airflow past the valves is affected by both the valve geometry and the valve lift position
which defines the flow area. Whilst there are a multitude of differing methods of defining
valve geometry, those used throughout this thesis are shown in Figure 2.3 where Dp, Ds,
Dm and Dv are the diameters of the port, valve stem, mean valve and valve maximum
respectively. L, w and Φ describe the lift, seat width and seat angle respectively.
There are several additional parameters that can be calculated to describe the valve
position and flow which may be calculated using the terms described in Figure 2.3. The
12
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ratio of lift and port diameter, Equation 2.1, allows a universal descriptor of valve lift.
LDR =
L
Dp
(2.1)
The restriction on the flow due to a valve may be described by a flow coefficient.
Several definitions for this coefficient exist in literature. Equation 2.2 shows the general
form of the coefficient where m˙, ρ, AV and V0 is the air mass flow rate, air density, Valve
area and ideal flow velocity respectively. The latter is defined in Equation 2.3.
Cf =
m˙
ρAV V0
(2.2)
V0 =
√
2∆p
ρ
(2.3)
The disparity is in the definition of the term AV , valve area. Xu [20] defines the two
common definitions for discharge coefficient, Cd and flow coefficient, Cf .
Use of discharge coefficient allows the restriction by the valve and seat lips at lower
lifts to be better identified. The discharge coefficient which decreases with valve lift uses
the valve inner curtain area, Equation 2.4. In contrast, the flow coefficient uses the valve
inner seat area, Equation 2.5.
Ac = piDV L (2.4)
As =
piD2V
4
(2.5)
However, other researchers suggest that the geometry of the valve should be considered
more closely. Kastner et. al. [21] defines three distinct phases of valve lift relevant for
calculating the restricting flow area, defined by LDR. A valve is considered in the low lift
case when the LDR <0.125, in the intermediate lift case when 0.125 <LDR <0.2735 and
in the high lift case when LDR >0.2735 although these are specific to a range of ratios of
13
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(a) Low lift - top of
valve seat (valve)
above bottom of
valve seat (head)
(b) Intermediate lift
- flow area smaller
than port area mi-
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(c) High lift - Flow
area limited by port
and stem
Figure 2.4: Valve lift phase definitions
valve to valve stem diameter.
Pitcher [22] shows the more generic conditions for defining low, intermediate and high
valve lifts shown in Figure 2.4.
The lift is considered to be low if Equation 2.6 is true. In this case the area is given by
the area of a frustrum of a cone with a slant perpendicular to the valve seats, Equation
2.7.
0 < l <
w
sinφcosφ
(2.6)
A = pilcosφ
(
DV − 2w + l
2
sin2φ
)
(2.7)
Valve lift is described as intermediate when the condition in Equation 2.8 is true. In
this condition the flow area may be calculated by Equation 2.9.
w
sinφcosφ
< l ≤
[(
D2P −D2S
4Dm
)
− w2
] 1
2
(2.8)
A = piDm
[(
l − wtanφ)2 + w2] 12 (2.9)
A high valve lift is achieved when the condition in Equation 2.10 is true. In this case,
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of valve area calculation methods
the flow is restricted by the valve diameter minus the stem diameter and is therefore
calculated by Equation 2.11.
l >
[(
D2P −D2S
4Dm
)
− w2
] 1
2
(2.10)
A =
pi
2
(
D2P −D2S
)
(2.11)
Clearly it is important to state which definition of valve area and therefore flow co-
efficient is being used. Figure 2.5 shows how the assumed valve area changes depending
on which definition is used. In Figure 2.5 the dashed lines represent the area calculated
under each of the three lift conditions and the solid lines represent the three area methods
discussed.
Regardless of which definition of valve area and therefore flow coefficient is used, it
remains a function of valve lift and must be evaluated at each lift position and and crank
angle, shown in Figure 2.6 which was obtained using a replica of the Lotus SCORE cylinder
head.
To allow a comparison of an entire lift profile, a mean value may be calculated according
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Figure 2.6: Discharge coefficient for intake valve profile
to Equation 2.12 or Equation 2.13 which are the Ricardo and AVL mean coefficients
respectively. The Ricardo mean is also shown in Figure 2.6.
The primary difference between the two methods is that AVL consider only the flow
between TDC and BDC of the intake stroke whereas Ricardo considers the period between
IVO (α1) and IVC (α2). AVL also consider the effect of the piston speed, C(α) and mean
piston speed Cm.
¯CfR =
∫ α2
α1
Cfdα
α2 − α1 (2.12)
¯CfA =
[
1
pi
∫ pi
0
(
C(α)
Cm
)3 1
C2f
dα
] 1
2
(2.13)
Whilst much of the influence of valve flow co-efficient can be attributed to the geometry
of the valves, port and intake system, work by Algieri [23] considers the valve-valve inter-
action. Using laser Doppler anemometry to study the air flow in the valve curtain area, it
was found that the distribution of flow through a valve is affected by the interaction of the
other valve. The study found more uniform mean flow around the valve with a velocity
direction closer to the radial direction when only one valve is in operation. Opening of the
second intake valve is found to significantly decrease the flow velocity through the portion
16
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of the valve directly adjacent.
It is clear from literature that the prevailing technique for assessing flow through engine
valves lies with steady state flow rig testing, often featuring a replica engine head. This
technique is used throughout both industry and the research community to provide an
insight into the performance of valve strategies. Whilst the technique has been established
for a number of decades, work by Oh and Lee [24] describe an alternative method to
assess the transient flow performance of an intake system by incorporating the rotating
cam shaft. However, despite the potential additional information that may be attained
via this technique, the steady-state test is the widely-adopted approach.
2.4 In cylinder bulk motion
In-cylinder flows are a highly complex assemblage of interacting, highly turbulent motions.
It is helpful to categorise the components as bulk motion, chiefly swirl and tumble or
stochastic motions known as turbulence.
Both swirl and tumble describe rotational bulk flows within the engine cylinder. They
are categorised according to the axis about which they rotate.
Swirl motion (Figure 2.7(a)) describes flow which rotates about the cylinder axis.
There are several distinct strategies for generating swirl in I.C engines which are applied
either prior to the inlet air entering the cylinder or within the cylinder itself. Swirl devices
are prevalent in CI engines as the air motion allows more rapid mixing between the air
and injected fuel, however, they can also be found in GDI engines to improve mixing and
enhance the combustion speed [25].
Swirl ports, generate angular momentum by forcing the intake air to rotate about
the valve axis before flowing through the valves using helical runners and/or orientation
and positioning of the valves. Uzkan et. al. [26] found that whilst both valve offset and
orientation can increase the swirl, the effect is only significant at higher valves lifts, l/d
ratio >0.1. However, helical ports are capable of producing more swirl than directed ports
at low lifts but inferior at higher lifts. Therefore the design is often a compromise as both
17
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(a) Swirl (b) Tumble
Figure 2.7: In-cylinder bulk motion
can increase the swirl but at the cost of volumetric efficiency [27].
The effect of helical and tangential valves is further investigated by Perini et. al. [28,29].
By introducing throttleless into the runners to each of the two ports, the level of in-cylinder
swirl may be controlled. The group were able to increase swirl ratio by more than double
through throttling of the helical port, whilst the tangential port throttle remains wide
open. Fully closing the helical port throttle sees a significant step change in the total
intake stroke swirl.
Another common device used to increase swirl during the intake process is a shrouded
valve which directs the intake flow in a non-uniform manner resulting in a net angular
momentum [25]. Khalighi et. al. [30] found that by directing the flow tangentially to the
cylinder, swirl can be approximately 30% greater than when using across-head shrouding.
The latter shrouding position was found to produce no significant swirl or tumble at any
time in the engine cycle.
Whilst the swirl is dictated by the inlet flow, it can decay slightly throughout the
engine cycle due to friction at the piston and cylinder walls. Work by Stansfield confirms
that the level of swirl induced by the single valve strategy starts to decay as the inlet
18
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(a) Two valve flow (b) Single valve flow
Figure 2.8: Comparison of large scale flow structure
valve closes [31] in an engine with the ’pancake’ shape combustion chamber. However, in
general a portion the motion persists throughout the compression stroke to the start of
combustion. Further to this, piston bowl designs modify the swirl during the compression
stroke [25] due to squish motion. Squish motion describes the inward radial motion caused
by piston bowl designs towards the end of the compression stroke.
It may be observed in works discussed so far, for example that by Stansfield [31] that
visually, the in-cylinder flow under two valve conditions features a counter-rotating vortex
pair centred at each intake valve similar to Figure 2.8(a), whilst a single valve strategy
likely to feature a larger, single vortex located centrally in the cylinder similar to Figure
2.8(b).
The interaction of the flow with the piston, particularly after the valve close event can
is found to still influence the bulk flow motion. Zha et. al. [32] studied a diesel engine
with re-entrant piston bowl geometry found to have an asymmetrical swirl structure. They
suggest that in this case, the flow at the end of the intake stroke is not important to the
phenomenon, but rather the interaction with the piston geometry.
Tumble motion, sometimes referred to as barrel swirl (Figure 2.7(b)) describes rota-
tional motion about an axis which is parallel to the piston. This is a result of the air
flow being directed from the valves, across the head before flowing downwards towards
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the piston. Unlike swirl motion, a large proportion of the tumble motion is broken down
during the compression stroke into smaller scales.
An increase in tumble is found to have a beneficial effect on the combustion in a SI
engine. Floch et. al. shows that both tumble and swirl improve the stability of combustion
while tumble can greatly reduce both the delay angle (0-5 % MFB) and the burn angle
(5-90 % MFB) [33]. Kiyota et. al. found a reduction in the COV of IMEP [34] when
comparing two 4-valve heads; one with and one without tumble. The study concludes
that turbulence is enhanced by the tumble motion which increases the early rate of flame
propagation. However, they also found that the concept lead to an increase in NOx
production.
Tumble can be increased by ensuring the majority of the flow enters over the top of
the intake valves. For example, Reeves et. al. achieved this by use of a modified inlet
port face gasket which masked off the lower portion of the inlet ports. Using this method
it was possible to increase the tumble without significantly reducing the flow rate [35].
Using the PIV technique to measure the ’dynamic barrel swirl ratio’, the study found that
in the higher tumble case, it is possible for the tumble motion to persist late into the
compression stroke before decaying.
Other engine operating parameters have been investigated to assess their effect on
in-cylinder flow. For example, Stansfield [31] investigated 750, 2000 and 3500 RPM.
Qualitatively, no difference in the flow field ensemble averages can be observed. More
recent work by Singh & Gadekar et. al. [36,37] found similar results, albeit over a smaller
range of engine speeds; 1200 & 1800 RPM. They do however note that the peak vorticity
did increase. In the work by Singh, the effect of the intake air temperature was investigated
and was found to be negligible.
It has been seen so far how the in-cylinder flow is a complex three-dimensional ensemble
of large swirl and tumble flows. Historically, PIV measurements have limited the informa-
tion available to individual planes, or pseudo three dimensional by the use of scanning PIV,
for example work by Hess et. al. [38] and the recent development of flying PIV [39, 40].
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Recent advancements in optical diagnostic techniques, particularly tomographic PIV are
allowing true three-dimensional flow volumes to be captured for example [36,37,41].
With the mature state of mainly PIV based flow diagnostics, there is a wealth of infor-
mation detailing the large scale, bulk flow in an internal combustion engine as discussed.
Initially work was carried out simply to characterise the flow under relatively standard
operating conditions. As engine development advanced, and with advancement of mea-
surement technologies and simulation tools, the effects of various bulk motion enhancing
devices have been investigated. In general, in-cylinder flow was found to be composed of
a complex, three-dimensional ensemble of both tumble and swirl flow, with the general
consensus that increasing these motions may increase in-cylinder turbulence, beneficial to
fuel break-up and combustion.
2.4.1 Effect of VVT strategies
Increasing use of VVT strategies result in further modification of the intake flow structures.
For a number of years, several groups investigating alternative strategies have detailed the
impact these have on the flow observed with conventional valve timing. The most prevalent
strategy investigated is EIVC (described in section 2.2.2), a few of the key interesting
studies in this area are discussed.
When investigating throttle-less EIVC and single valve EIVC strategies, Ghauri et.
al. [42] found that when completely deactivating a valve the swirl is greatly increased.
Ghauri et. al. also showed that under steady flow testing, combinations of asymmetric
valve lifts can also result in a higher level of swirl, albeit not as high as in the single valve
case.
Gurney et. al. [43] fixed one of two intake valves whilst retarding the other using the
MAHLE CamInCam system. The study shows an increase in charge motion due to the
asymmetry of the intake flow, however retarding the inlet cam also reduced the effective
compression ratio which offset the increased combustion rate caused by the increased
charge motion.
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Moore et. al. [44] investigated EIVC with a view to reduced throttling losses in a
GDi engine. Under these conditions both the bulk swirl and tumble motion was assessed.
The single valve strategy is found to significantly improve both swirl and tumble motion
strengths and also leads to an improvement in the mixing and combustion stability. An
additional observation found that the valve deactivation had minimal impact on the engine
breathing below 3000 RPM in this situation.
The mechanisms behind improved stability of combustion due to swirl and poor com-
bustion operating without swirl are revealed by Zeng et. al. [45]. The increased swirl
motion creates a stronger, more repeatable vortex in the cylinder center, influencing the
liquid fuel spray. The persisting swirl motion may influence flame growth, promoting
growth in all directions as opposed to propagation biased towards one side of the cylinder.
The works of Stansfield and Pitcher et. al. [46–50] comprehensively assessed the effects
of EIVC over a range of engine speeds on both the in-cylinder flow and the resulting effect
on combustion. In general the findings agree with those discussed, during the intake the
swirl and tumble may be significantly increased, but this rapidly dissipates after the early
valve closure.
An interesting addition to EIVC strategy is the central modification, dubbed EIVC-c
(illustrated in Figure 2.9, for example in the work by Diana et. al. [51]. The study shows
an increase in tumble motion during the intake stroke in terms of magnitude of tumble
ratio. In addition, the peak is seen to occur later, mirroring the retarding of the valve
open period. An increase in turbulent kinetic energy during the intake is also observed
under the EIVC-c strategy, which returns to the levels of EIVC strategy later in the cycle.
It is an interesting aside that much of the literature presented discusses the in-cylinder
flow as a consequence of various valve strategies. Bu¨cker et. al. [52] show that reduced
valve lift increases local turbulence kinetic energy, and by use of intake valve phasing
this can support fuel break up and mixing. Spatially, the distribution of turbulence is
more concentrated during the valve open event and becomes more homogeneous on valve
closure.
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Figure 2.9: EIVC-c strategy (coloured solid), EIVC strategy (coloured dashed)
Simulations carried out by Battistone & Mariani [53, 54] confirm the reduction in
turbulence intensity later in the cycle as a result of early intake valve closure when the
intake valves are operated symmetrically. However, the study goes on to show that with
asymmetrical operation - single valve - some of the energy may be recovered; with the
benefit of increased spatial concentration closer to the spark plug vicinity.
Pipitone & Macuso [55] introduce ’valve unbalancing’ i.e. a reduced asymmetric valve
lift as a direct alternative to the port swirl control valves (SVC) previously discussed.
They show how the asymmetric valve strategy approach is able to provide a wider swirl
intensity control due in part to the reduction in blockage in the intake. The findings are
similar to later work by Ramasamy et. al. [56] who studies the effect of a difference in
intake valve lift of 1 mm and 2 mm. The group also assess the effect on the combustion in
a CNG engine, with the findings somewhat inconclusive, showing an initial performance
improvement under the 1 mm case and a decline in the 2 mm case.
Liu & Wang et. al. [57,58] suggest that use of lower maximum valve lifts may increase
the cyclic variability of the tumble flow. They found the centre of tumble motion to have
larger variation when maximum valve lift was reduced from 6.8 mm to 1.7 mm, weakening
the assemble average tumble flow. The same group, investigating the flow in the swirl
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plane [59] present similar conclusions with regards to increased cyclic variation in swirl
motion but also leading to increased levels of swirl.
Discussion up to this point has considered SI & CI engines with four valves; two of
which are intake. Although outside of the scope of this work, brief thought is given to a
five valve concept (three intake, two exhaust), suggested by Liu et. al. [60] which allows
the asynchronous operation of the third intake valve. While basically introducing the
concept and carrying out two asynchronous timings of -20°CA and +20°CA, the study
finds that these strategies offer potential to further modify both the flow and performance
of the engine. In both cases, they have found an increase in engine torque and a reduction
in specific fuel consumption and emissions. The concept offers additional potential for
in-cylinder flow control.
Although VVT technology has been available for a number of years, it seems there still
exists gaps in the knowledge addressing how the strategies may be optimised for in-cylinder
air-flow optimisation. Studies can be found as early as the early 1990’s [61] that comment
on the differences in air motion under various valve strategies. As with the majority of
the in-cylinder motion assessment in this period, they rely on steady-state assessment for
bulk motion. The area has re-emerged, aligning with the widespread adoption of variable
valve trains in production engines, with the key strategies studied being those suitable for
throttleless operation, namely EIVC in pursuit of reduced pumping losses.
Asymmetric valve strategies, which have various names according to research groups
including ’dissimilar valve lift’ or ’asynchronous valve timing’ appear to refer to either
single valve operation; either with conventional lift or EIVC, or the phasing of one valve
relative to another with only a few considering simply a reduction in lift of one valve. The
general consensus being that an asymmetric valve lift induces additional swirling motion
to the cylinder, often accompanied by an increase in the tumble motion in the intake
stroke. The strategies are often found to increase the turbulence, again during the intake
stroke, with mixed findings on how this translates throughout the entire engine cycle.
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2.4.2 Quantification of swirl and tumble
As the prevailing motion types within the engine cylinder, it is useful to quantify the
amount of swirl and tumble present. The most common quantities are swirl and tumble
ratios. This is a ratio of the angular velocity of the swirling motion and the engine speed. It
is important to compare the motion relative to engine speed to account for the increased
overall charge velocity and piston velocity at higher engine speeds. Equation 2.14 and
Equation 2.15 respectively give swirl and tumble ratios where ω is the motion angular
velocity and N is the engine speed.
RS =
ωS
2piN
(2.14)
RT =
ωT
2piN
(2.15)
To evaluate the swirl and tumble ratios it is necessary to perform measurements within
the engine, most commonly making use of laser based techniques. However, during engine
development it is often advantageous to test the performance of the cylinder head, manifold
or swirl/tumble device outside of the engine in a steady state environment. For this
purpose, several techniques have been developed as described by Xu [20].
The two most common measurements are known as the ’Rig Swirl Number’ and the
’Stationary Swirl Number’ developed by Ricardo and AVL systems respectively. For the
Ricardo method, the rig swirl number, denoted NSR is a ratio of the tangential swirl
velocity and the isentropic ideal head velocity (Equation 2.17).
The AVL method calculates a fictitious engine speed by equating the axial flow velocity
and fictitious piston velocity. The stationary swirl number, denoted NSA is a ratio of the
equivalent vortex rotation and the fictitious engine speed (Equation 2.16) where V0, the
ideal head velocity is described earlier in Equation 2.3.
NSA =
2S
ρQ2
G (2.16)
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NSR =
8
m˙BV0
G (2.17)
In both cases, G represents the flow momentum torque. In experiments using a flow
straightening device, this is simply opposite to the reaction torques required at the straight-
ening device. In experiments with a paddle wheel, momentum torque or momentum flux
is shown by Stone and Ladommatos to be calculable by Equation 2.18 (denoted M) [62]
where m, B and Ω are mass flow rate, bore and angular velocity respectively.
M =
1
8
mB2Ω (2.18)
The most common in-cylinder flow analysis techniques lead to a vector field to describe
the flow in a volume or more commonly a plane. The highly complex structure within
an engine cylinder means that the techniques discussed thus far in this section cannot be
readily applied in this situation.
In addition, the flow within the cylinder constantly evolves throughout the engine
strokes. Therefore, any technique employed should allow for calculation of swirl and
tumble ratios at each crank angle position. There are two frequently used techniques, the
first considers the flow as a solid rotating body to calculate average rotation.
RT (i) =
8
∑N
n=1(V (i)nX(i)n − U(i)nY (i)n
NωB2
(2.19)
Equation 2.19 gives the tumble ratio where V (i)n and U(i)n are the radial and axial
velocity components (ms−1) of vector n at crank angle i, X(i)n and Y (i)n are the axial
and radial distances (m) respectively. N and ω are the number of vectors and engine crank
speed (rads−1) respectively. The swirl ratio may also be calculated in the same manner.
Another approach is to consider the mathematical property of the curl (or vorticity) of
a vector, ζ throughout the field. Using this method, the tumble ratio is given by Equation
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2.20 where curl, ζ is given by Equation 2.21.
RT (i)n =
∑N
n=1 ζ(i)n
2Nω
(2.20)
ζ(i)n =
(
δV (i)n
δX(i)n
− δU(i)n
δY (i)n
)
(2.21)
2.5 In-cylinder turbulence
In fluid flows, motion may be classified as laminar or turbulent. Turbulent flows are
stochastic in nature over a large range of spatial and temporal frequencies. The most
common approach to distinguishing between the flow types is a a dimensionless parameter,
the Reynolds number, Re. Reynolds demonstrated that a ratio between the inertial and
viscous forces suggests whether a flow will be laminar or turbulent, leading to Equation
2.22 where ρ is fluid density, V is velocity, D is a characteristic length (for example cylinder
bore or clearance height) and µ is dynamic viscosity.
Re =
ρV D
µ
(2.22)
Whilst there is no precise value of Reynolds number after which a flow is no longer
considered laminar and is instead considered turbulent, there are some widely accepted
values which will be assumed hereafter in this work. Flows with Reynolds number of less
than 2100 are considered laminar while flows with a Reynolds number greater than 4000
are considered turbulent. Although these limits are approximate, there is an interesting
region between them in which the flow may be either laminar or turbulent or may be in a
transitional state in which it fluctuates between the two conditions. The existence of this
range makes the point at which a flow transitions between laminar and turbulent difficult
to define in a general fashion and instead it depends on the system.
As discussed thus far in this chapter, the in-cylinder flow of the internal combustion
engine is a highly turbulent, complex three-dimensional flow, subject to flow structures of
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a wide range of sizes and cyclic variation. These structures are often referred to as eddies,
which Pope describes as:
An ’eddy’ eludes precise definition, but it is conceived to be a turbulent
motion, localized within a region of size l, that is at least moderately coherent
over this region. [63]
The engine environment introduces an additional special element in that the flow is
periodic with the rotation of the crank angle, through the engine cycle. Knowing this, it is
reasonable to express the velocity as a function of crank angle. Due to the cyclic variation,
the velocity should also be expressed as a function of cycle number, as in Equation 2.23
where U(θ, i) is the velocity field at θ crank angle of cycle i. U¯ & u′ represent the mean
and fluctuating components respectively.
U(θ, i) = U¯(θ) + u′(θ, i) (2.23)
However, as the fluctuating component consists of both a fluctuation in the mean field
due to cyclic variation (low frequency) and a turbulent fluctuation (high frequency), Stone
shows how the velocity can instead be represented by Equation 2.24 [64].
U(θ, i) = U¯(θ) + U∗(θ, i) + u′(θ, i) (2.24)
Equation 2.24 both succinctly summarises the measurement of turbulence, and intro-
duces the biggest problem facing the practical measurement of turbulence. Of course, the
only true velocity present in the flow is U(θ, i). While the calculation of the ensemble
average velocity field, U¯(θ) is trivial, the separation of U∗(θ, i) and u′(θ, i) is not so.
There exists a number of techniques for separating the contributions, for example
frequency filtering can be applied either in the temporal or spatial domain FFT transfer,
used by Liu et. al. [65] and Wang et. al. [58]. This technique relies on a cut-off frequency
to be applied, defining high frequency and low frequency fluctuations. Proper Orthogonal
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Decomposition (POD) is another technique commonly applied for this purpose, but it too
comes with a cut-off parameter that must be defined. The technique, is reviewed and
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
The work by Joo et. al. [66] used 2D planar PIV data and the spatial fft technique to
comprehensively study the effect of cut-off length on the large and small scale variations,
related to the measured flow by Equation 2.25 where λ, ul and us are cut-off frequency,
large and small scale fluctuations respectively. The impact of cut-off frequency is shown
to have significant effects on the results obtained, further, the authors conclude that it is
difficult to select a cut-off length as there seems to be no particular size dominating the
flow.
U(θ, x, y, i) = Uθ,x,y) + ul(θ, x, y, i, λ) + us(θ, x, y, i, λ) (2.25)
The disparity between methods for defining a meaningful cut-off value, in whichever
method is used often leads to the analysis of velocity data according to Equation 2.23. I.e.
allowing the fluctuating component to represent both the cyclic variability and turbulent
fluctuations. For example, recent work by Pitcher [67] uses Laser Doppler Anemometry
(LDA) to asses the tumble flow and turbulent kinetic energy on multiple planes within a
single cylinder engine.
This is also the approach of Bu¨cker et. al. [52], despite discussing the differentiation
of cyclic and turbulent fluctuation, the physical definition of which is described as ’am-
biguous’. While the approach does seem generally accepted by the research community,
Stone [64] describes how the turbulence intensity may be over-estimated by as much as
300% by not separating the contributions.
When the cyclic variation contribution is neglected, the turbulence intensity peaks
in the intake stroke, reducing towards BDC, staying reasonably invariable until the the
time of exhaust valve opening [64,68]. Further, Tabaczynski [68] shows how the turbulence
intensity magnitude scales with mean piston speed, however it is not uniform and is highly
dependent on engine design.
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2.5.1 Scales of turbulence
While up to this point turbulence has only been referred to in terms of the smaller eddies,
i.e. smaller than those of the order of the flow boundary. It is important to understand
and consider the structure of turbulence. It is in fact not of uniform size, but instead a
range of sizes, described as turbulent length scales. Eddies generally begin large and are
broken up by instabilities into smaller and smaller eddies. These smaller eddies may exist
within the larger eddies, allowing energy to be transferred down, known as the energy
cascade.
The size of these eddies, are known as length scales, and the time taken to turn over
is known as the time scale. The larger length scales are limited by physical system limits,
while the lower scales are dictated by the viscosity of the fluid. Within the intake stroke,
these are insensitive to the crank-angle; and therefore changing system boundary, instead
they are of the order of the valve lift. Time scales are important to consider due to the
significant energy lost by the eddy in one turnover. The two scales may be related by
velocity, known as the Taylor hypothesis.
Bulk motion (discussed earlier in the chapter) is of the scale of the cylinder bore, and
is known as the characteristic length scale, L. The four length scales, in descending order
of size are:
• L - Characteristic length scale
• lo - Integral length scale
• lλ - Taylor micro-scale
• lk or η - Kolmogorov micro-scale
The largest, integral length scale are approximately the size of the intake jet. These
eddies may be directly measured from spatially resolved velocity data by two-point cor-
relation of the velocity field (Equation 2.26). The integral length scale is equal to the
integration of Rx. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 where the technique is applied
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to spatially resolved PIV data.
Rij(x, r) =
〈ui(x, t)uj(x+ r, t)〉√
〈u2i (x, t)〉
√
〈u2j (x+ r, t)〉
(2.26)
Although spatially resolved velocity fields are now common place due to the maturity
of PIV, there are cases where the measurement of velocity at two locations simultaneously
is difficult, and there common practice is instead to measure the same point over time. In
a similar manner, Equation 2.27 is used to calculate the time correlation, an integral of
Rt gives the integral time scale.
Rt =
1
Nm − 1
Nm∑
i=1
u(t0)u(t0 + t)
u′(t0)u′(t0 + t)
(2.27)
The values are then related by Taylors hypothesis by Equation 2.28:
lo = Uτo (2.28)
The Taylor micro-scale, lλ is representative of the spacing between eddies of integral
length size. Similarly, it is calculable from the spatial correlation function, Rx and is
defined as the 0 (x axis) crossing of a parabola with the same height and curvature as the
spatial correlation function. Mathematically, it is calculable by Equation 2.29. Similarly,
the Taylor time scale, τλ may be calculated and related to the length scale by Taylors
hypothesis.
l2λ = −2
/(
∂2Rx
∂x2
)
x=0
(2.29)
The smallest length scale is the Kolmogorov length scale, lk (often referred to by η)
and is representative of the very smallest eddies present in a turbulent flow. At this
scale, the turbulence is considered to be isotropic. This was argued by Kolmogorov as
the directional bias of larger eddies is lost in the chaotic scale-reduction process. This is
known as Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of local isotropy, and is valid for flows of sufficiently
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high Reynold’s numbers and lengths scales significantly smaller than the integral length
scale (l l0).
Unlike the previous scales, directly calculable from spatial or temporally resolved ve-
locity data, the Kolmogorov scales may be calculated by considering Kolmogorov’s first
similarity hypothesis. This states in every turbulent flow at sufficiently high Reynolds
number, the statistics of the small-scale motions have a universal form that is determined
by ν and ε. This relates the rate of energy dissipation (ν); approximately equal to the
rate of energy transfer to form larger eddies, to the kinematic viscosity, ε. Equations for
Kolmogorov’s length (η), time (τη) and velocity (uη) scales are given by Equations 2.30,
2.31 & 2.32 respectively.
η ≡
(
ν2
ε
)1/4
(2.30)
τη ≡
(
εν
)1/2
(2.31)
uη ≡
(
ν
ε
)1/4
(2.32)
Heywood [25] shows how the Kolmogorov scale may be related to the integral length
scale by the Reynolds number by considering the energy transfer in one turnover of the
larger eddies. This energy is approximately equal to the dissipation rate, ε, as shown in
Equation 2.33.
lk
l0
≈
(
u′l0
ν
)−3/4
= Re
−3/4
T (2.33)
Although these discussed length scales are dependent on the flow conditions, for ex-
ample they would be expected to vary between engine designs, Table 2.1 gives an example
from work by Lancaster [69] for a SI engine at 2000 RPM, to give indication of the order
of magnitude of each scale.
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Table 2.1: Example turbulent length scales at 2000RPM, data summarised by Stone [64]
from Lancaster [69]
Time lo [mm] lλ [mm] lk [mm]
Mid-induction 4.0 1.0 0.02
Late compression 4.0 1.0 0.03
2.6 Chapter summary
The study of the turbulent in-cylinder flow has been the focus of both modelling (CFD)
and experimental research for many decades. The advancement of computing power has
allowed ever increasingly complex models to be resolved, while advancements in optical
diagnostics, most specifically PIV has given increasing insight into the flow behaviour in
an I.C. engine.
Much of the available literature discusses the bulky motion of swirl and tumble within
the cylinder and measurements of these are often with stead-state flow rigs at least in the
first instance. While there is an increasing reliance on PIV measurements, there is still
general agreement that this technique offers a good guide to the bulk motion. However,
in comparison with PIV data, there is clearly information not represented in steady-state
testing such as the influence of the moving piston, shown to be responsible for squish,
altering the tumble and swirl flows.
Under Various VVT strategies, literature shows that the in-cylinder flow, both in terms
of bulk motion and at the small scale of turbulence, can be drastically altered. However,
while a difference is observed, there seems to be contradictory results as to the effects on
cyclic variation and turbulence levels, especially in the case of asymmetric valve strategies;
suggesting a more complex relationship.
Asymmetric valve timing, often referred by other names dependant on the research
group, is a relatively little studied area. Many of the studies in the area consider valve
deactivation, to enable some throttleless strategies, the flow under this condition is rea-
sonably well documented. Alternatively, researchers have considered the effect of phasing
of an intake valve, effectively controlling the timing of peak intake stroke turbulence.
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Throughout these studies, the general consensus is the valve open period is crucial
in determining the in-cylinder turbulence intensity, both in terms of the magnitude and
phasing. Swirl motion may also be induced by a dissimilar valve lift. However, there
appears to be differing opinions on the effect on cyclic variation and levels of turbulence
under asymmetric lift profiles. This highlights the disparity between researchers methods
in the measurement of low frequency, cyclic variation and high frequency turbulent velocity
fluctuations.
The remainder of this thesis seeks to first develop a suitable method of differentiating
between cyclic variation and turbulent fluctuations and then further the knowledge on
the relationship between dissimilar valve lifts and the in-cylinder cyclic behaviour and
turbulence intensity.
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Experimental facilities and
techniques
3.1 Introduction
As a major objective in this work is to assess in-cylinder air flow and combustion under
various VVT strategies, the project requires use of a fully optical single cylinder engine,
equipped with fully variable valve train (FVVT) functionality. The Lotus Single Cylinder
Optical Research Engine (SCORE) used throughout this work is described in this chapter,
as well as other equipment used.
The chapter also explores the data collection techniques used together with the SCORE
facility, in particular the optical diagnostic techniques PIV and (P)LIF. The principles of
these techniques and their errors are summarised, as well as all of the settings used during
data capture and processing.
3.2 Steady flow rig
Prior to experimentation of VVT profiles within the optical engine, basic data about flow
under various valve conditions were obtained through the use of a steady flow rig. The
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Figure 3.1: SCORE cylinder head replica with fixable valves
SuperFlow SF-600E (Figure 3.1) uses a throttled vacuum pump to create a flow of up to
600 cubic feet per minute (0.28m 3s-1) in either intake or exhaust mode.
For the work presented in this thesis, a replica of the SCORE head is used which allows
the intake valves to be set at a desired height, independently of each other. There are no
exhaust valves on the replica head, instead the cylinder roof is cut to replicate the valves
in their closed position.
The SCORE head is connected to the flow rig through a replica liner; this has the
same bore as the engine, but thinner wall thickness. The liner sits atop a paddle wheel
style swirl meter. The rig operates in intake (vacuum) mode, drawing the air in through
the valves, through the cylinder and past the swirl paddles into the flow bench.
Whilst conditions in the flow rig cannot closely replicate the transient conditions found
in a reciprocating engine, flow bench tests provide a standard in industry for head, port
and valve measurements.
3.3 Single Cylinder Optical Research Engine
The majority of the data presented in this thesis has been obtained through experimental
work with the Lotus SCORE, Figure 3.2. Whilst much of the development work of Lotus
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Table 3.1: Lotus SCORE geometry
Bore 88.0 mm
Stroke 82.1 mm
Swept Volume, VS 0.5 L
Compression Ratio 10:1
SCORE was carried out and detailed in earlier works [31], details of the engine are also
included here for completeness. The engine has been designed specifically for in-cylinder
optical work, however, the cylinder geometry and intake system (described in 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 respectively) are based on a Lotus V6 engine.
Primary and secondary balance shafts within the crankcase of SCORE and a lightweight
piston construction allow a maximum engine speed of 5000 RPM to be achieved. Engine
position is measured from two rotary encoders. One is connected to the crankshaft and
provides 360 pulses per revolution, one pulse per degree, while the other is connected to
the crankshaft via a 2:1 drive as to represent a cam shaft and proves 3600 pulses per
revolution, one pulse per 0.2 degree at the cam shaft.
3.3.1 Engine geometry
The SCORE features a pent roof design with a flat piston. The dimensions are given in
Table 3.1. The dimensions and compression ratio give a maximum theoretical motored
pressure of 25.1 bar. The majority of the clearance volume is within the pent roof design
which has an angle of 150 °.
3.3.2 Intake & exhaust systems
The intake system (Figure 3.3) was designed to allow the engine to more closely represent
multi-cylinder engine behaviour. Two plenums are incorporated into the intake, the first
plenum has a volume of 60 L and its purpose is to minimise bulk air flow structures passing
through the intake system. The second, smaller plenum which has a volume of 2.53 L and
a diameter approximately three times that of the intake runner. This is located before the
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Figure 3.2: Lotus SCORE
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Figure 3.3: Intake System
intake runner and its purpose is replicate the pressure wave behaviour that are found in
multi-cylinder engines.
The inlet of the system is to a standard automotive style air filter which is connected
to a positive displacement meter (PDM). However, for the work presented in this thesis,
this is not required. Instead, air mass flow measurements were taken further downstream
using a Mass Air-Flow sensor (MAF). The MAF sensor used is hot-wire type, which is
preferable as the measurement is not affected by changing air density.
The intake system includes a 40 mm diameter butterfly throttle valve to allow flow
restriction. This is connected to the MAF meter via a pipe with 40 mm ID and 740 mm
length. As the PIV technique requires seeding (discussed in Section 3.4.1), the connecting
pipe upstream of the throttle was modified to accept a 25.4 mm hose containing the seeding
particles. For all other experiments, the pipe is returned to the original configuration.
The exhaust ports are connected to a plenum which has a volume of 1.1 L. The purpose
of this plenum is allow a homogeneous mixture to pass the lambda probe and thermocou-
ple. Finally, the exhaust plenum is connected to a automotive silencer via a 3.1 m pipe with
ID of 49 mm. A weak extraction system is used to vent the exhaust gases to atmosphere
whilst having minimal impact on the exhaust pressure.
3.3.3 AVT system
The Lotus SCORE has four overhead valves; two intake and two exhaust valves of 31 mm
diameter and 26 mm diameter respectively, actuated by Lotus’ Active Valve Train (AVT)
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Table 3.2: Active Valve Train specification [31]
Hydraulic Power pack Folliard Q200392
Maximum pressure 280 bar
Motor 30 kW
Flow 30 L/min
Filter 30 µm
Hydraulic Fluid Brayco Micron 882
Composition Triphenylphosphate
Density 857 kg.m−3
Boiling point <260 °C
Flash point 221 °C
Lotus Controller Texas TMS320C32
Processor 32 bit
Speed 15 MHz
Data transfer 1 Mb/s
Electro-hydraulic Valves Moog Type 30 Standard 31
Maximum frequency 400 Hz
Maximum rated flow 26 L/min @ 210 bar
Port diameter 15.58 mm
Linear Displacement Transducer Lotus Type 869-5007-601 C
0 - 10 Volts 20 mm displacement
system. The AVT system is a type of FVVT which is capable of infinitely varying the
timing and lift of individual valves. This is achieved through an electro-hydraulic driven
system. A summary of the system specification is given in Table 3.2.
A 30 kW hydraulic pump is used to provide up to 26 L/min hydraulic flow at 210 bar
to the valve system. Castrol Brayco Micronic 882 oil is feed via a 3 µm filter to Moog
servo valves which divert oil around a hydraulic piston and cylinder assembly attached
to each valve. These allow a switching frequency of up to 400 Hz to drive the inlet and
exhaust poppet valves across the engines operating speed range.
The system is limited to a maximum valve speed of 4.5 m.s-1 due to the flow rate of
the hydraulic pump. However, this is sufficient to allow polynomial valve profiles to used
up to the maximum engine speed of 5000 RPM whilst still maintaining soft valve closing.
To control the valve train, Lotus AVT software is used (Figure 3.4). The control
software relies on both rotary encoders to calculate real time engine position and the
valve linear displacement transducers for real time valve position. The software can then
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Figure 3.4: AVT control system displaying demanded standard valve profiles
use this information to not only time the valve lifts, but to check all profiles against piston
position to avoid valve-to-piston clash, these areas are shown in red in Figure 3.4.
Up to 255 custom valve profiles may be stored by the user which can be defined either
by standard polynomial valve profile parameters: maximum valve lift, valve opening and
duration as is the case for all profiles for the presented work or they may be manually
entered in a table of crank angle and lift.
If the valve profiles are changed significantly or the engine speed is greatly increased,
the control gain values must be tuned manually to ensure the achieved profile matches
the demanded profile. This has been carried out in software encoder mode in which the
software emulates the signals from the rotary encoders at a user defined engine speed.
To prevent damage to the engine in the case of a loss of power, both the Lotus controller
and the PC running the control software are connected to Liebert GXT uninterruptible
power supply ensuring that the valves will be held shut.
3.3.4 Optical access
Optical access to the combustion chamber is provided through a full length fused silica liner
(Figure 3.5). This allows full access from the top of the piston at BDC position through
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Figure 3.5: Full length fused silica liner for optical access
to the pent roof volume. The thickness of the liner is 15 mm which allows sufficient in
cylinder pressures to be reached (60 bar maximum) whilst the optical distortion caused
from the curved liner to remain acceptable.
Common materials used for the purpose of optically accessible engines include quartz
(SiO2), fused silica and perspex (PMMA). Perspex is unsuitable for this work due to the
relatively low melting point (<100°C) which would prohibit fired running of the engine.
Whilst quartz is widely used, the non-crystalline structure of fused silica provides much
superior transmission in the UV spectrum.
Further optical access is provided by the use of a bifurcated piston with a sapphire
(Al2O3) window. As with the fused silica used in the liner, sapphire offers high transmis-
sion in the UV spectrum but it is preferred as the thermal expansion behaviour is closer to
that of titanium, the piston crown material (5.3 and 8.6 ×10−6 K-1 respectively compared
to 0.55 ×10−6 K-1 for fused silica). The window is 15 mm thick with a diameter of 60
mm, however the edge is chamfered which limits the usable flat viewing window to 56 mm
diameter, 63% of the cylinder bore and allowing access to 40% of the cylinder in the swirl
plane (approximately 2500 mm2).
Access to the piston window is provided via a mirror with a 45° inclination with respect
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to the window which is positioned inside the bifurcated piston. The window allows viewing
onto the swirl plane or lighting and laser access at a perpendicular plane when viewing
onto the tumble plane.
To prevent streaking on the fused silica liner, the oil control ring is at the bottom of
the bifurcated piston ensuring that the lubricant remains in the crankcase. The top half
of the piston runs dry and relies on carbon compression rings to prevent scoring of the
liner.
As it is of utmost importance to keep the optical surfaces clean, the liner is mounted
on a hydraulic ram which may be lowered allowing removal of the liner and access to the
piston crown. This allows cleaning of these components to be carried out after each engine
run to ensure contamination from seeding particles, combustion and fuel do not obscure
optical data.
3.3.5 Ignition, fuelling and gaseous fuelling systems
The control of ignition and fuelling systems is provided by an AVL 2410 instrument con-
troller. This allows precise control of the TTL (transistor-transistor logic) signals sent to
the ignition coil and injector drivers. Both the duration and timing of these signals can
be defined in terms of crank angle degrees or a time base (ms).
The ignition is via a 10 mm NGK H53P near-centrally located spark plug. For all fired
conditions tested in this thesis, the spark dwell was set to 2.0 ms and for operation at 2000
RPM, the timing was set to 325°CA (i.e. 35°CABTDC). These values were determined
in preliminary testing to be the minimum spark dwell without affecting stability and
approximately MBT timing for 2.5 bar IMEP load operation fuelled with port injected
natural gas.
The Lotus SCORE was originally designed for GDi (gasoline direct injection) operation
and therefore the head features a cut-out for a Siemens VDO 6-hole injector. However,
the intake port also has a cut-out allowing port fuel injection of gasoline.
The port injector hole has been modified to allow injection of a gaseous fuel via a
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Figure 3.6: Fuel injector characterisation points with linear extrapolation of linear region
for 4 and 5 bar injection pressures
natural gas specific injector, Bosch NGI-2. The injector has an linear operating pressure
range of 3 - 7 bar (gauge) and is supplied via a flexible, natural gas specific hose from a
two-stage regulator which has a range of 0 - 13 bar (gauge). The gaseous fuelling system
also has a solenoid shut of valve which is operable from outside the test cell for safety
purposes.
The fuel flow rate is estimated from an injector characterisation look-up. During
preliminary testing, an instantaneous gas mass flow meter, Omega FMA-1610A-V2 was
installed after the regulator to allow characterisation at a range of relevant fuel pressures.
The fuel meter is calibrated for a range of gases, including N2 & CH4.
As the fuel flow meter was significantly upstream from the injector, time averaging was
used over several cycles to ensure the average flow through the line and thus the total fuel
consumed was representative. A number of tests were performed by varying the injection
duration between 1 ms and 10 ms. From 1 ms to 2 ms, steps of 0.2 ms were measured
and steps of 2 ms from 2 ms to 10 ms. This allowed the dead time of the injector to be
determined, 1.3 ms (at 4 bar supply pressure) as the injection duration reached before any
flow was seen in the data from the mass flow meter.
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Data collected over 400 cycles (equal to 200 injections of a four stroke engine) for
each test point was averaged to give an average fuel consumption rate. The mass of fuel
delivered per injection can then be calculated. The tests were run at two gas supply
pressures of 4 bar and 5 bar and the results are shown in Figure 3.6. As these injection
pressures are within the expected linear operating range of the injector, a linear fit has
been calculated using only those points greater than the determined dead-time of the
injector. The equation for these linear fits has been used to calculate fuel rate according
to the injector duration demand set in each test.
Using this method of linear fitting, potentially the fit may not accurately describe the
behaviour very close to the dead-time (<2 ms). However, the duration was not less than 10
ms for any of the conditions tested in this work. The fit may also not accurately represent
the behaviour if the injection duration is long, i.e. close to the cycle time. Again, however
this was not the case in any of the points tested in the presented work. One could imagine
this would become a problem running higher loads, especially at increased engine speeds,
this may be remedied by choosing a much higher injection pressure.
3.3.6 Instrumentation
Engine operating conditions are monitored and recorded using two data logging systems.
A PC running Labview software allows monitoring of temperatures such as intake and
exhaust manifolds, ambient, engine head and cylinder liner via a National Instruments
DAQ. The liner temperature was provided by an Omega OS102 infra-red temperature
sensor to ensure optical access is not impeded. All other temperatures measured using
K-type thermocouples. This data is displayed at 1 Hz and recorded on demand. These
channels are used primarily for monitoring purposes and to log temperatures at the start
and end of each test run.
A second system using AVL Indiset Advanced acquisition hardware provides crank
angle resolved channels. Intake and exhaust manifold pressures, gas fuel pressure and in-
cylinder pressure are all captured on this system. The latter is measured using a Kistler
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6043A60 water-cooled transducer to ensure higher accuracy over the range of in-cylinder
temperatures. This acquisition system is also used to record mass flow through the intake
system from the MAF sensor, however it is acknowledged that due to the volume between
the MAF sensor and the intake valves there will be damping and a lag seen in the data
and therefore it cannot be considered crank angle resolved.
The AVL Indiset Advanced acquisition system and accompanying software, AVL Indi-
com also allows on line calculation of several operating parameters including IMEP, angle
of peak pressure and angle of peak heat release rate which are used when setting the load
and spark timing for each condition. The on line nature of these calculations allow the
real-time displayed to be used to assist in load setting for each test point. For post analysis
the acquired data is analysed with AVL Concerto software.
Air to fuel ratio is calculated using a lambda sensor in the exhaust which is connected
to the ECM AFRecorder 1200 which allows the H/C ratio to be adjusted for different fuels.
For the purposes of the fired tests carried out in the presented work, the ratio was set to
4.0 to represent CH4 although it is acknowledged that the real value will vary slightly from
this value due to the use of natural gas. The air-fuel ratio was set to be stoichiometric
(λ = 1± 0.02) for all work presented.
3.4 Optical measurement techniques
Optical diagnostic techniques are an area of measurement techniques with some highly
desirable properties. The techniques are in principle non-intrusive making them particu-
larly useful in fields such as fluid dynamics where it is vital that the flow being measured
is not influenced by the measurement technique.
Depending on the flow under investigation and the technique employed, many prop-
erties of the fluid/flow may be measured. Common flow measurements include velocity
and its derivatives such as vorticity, while flow properties often measured may include
concentration, acidity or temperature.
There are many branches to optical diagnostics, too numerous to discuss in this thesis.
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Figure 3.7: PIV timing schedule
Two used throughout the presented work and therefore discussed in the following sections
are particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser induced fluorescence (LIF). Additionally,
high-speed imaging of the flame with no additional lighting was carried out.
3.4.1 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) describes an optical technique capable of measuring and
describing motion by measuring the speed of particles suspended in the working fluid. The
fundamental relationship on which PIV rests is that between speed, distance and time.
The distance and time parameters are obtained by capturing two images with a known
time between them, ∆t. This time step is highly dependant on the experiment and ex-
pected flow speeds, but is often in the order of µs. Between the two images, particles
within the flow will have a displacement, ∆x. ∆t and ∆x can then be used to calculate
a snapshot of the velocity of the fluid between the two images. The timing process is
described in Figure 3.7, where ∆T is the time interval between velocity fields.
The PIV technique has been widely adopted by researchers world-wide over a vast
range of flow cases and for a large scale of domain sizes. Whilst there are many new and
interesting branches of this technique such as holographic and stereoscopic PIV, including
many examples in the engine environment [36, 37, 41, 70] for the purposes of the work
presented here, two dimensional planar PIV applied to the engine environment is explored.
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3.4.1.1 Flow seeding
In the PIV technique it is not the flow directly that is being measured, but particles added
to the flow. The seeding of the flow is a complex task with many criteria to satisfy. The
considerations are briefly discussed here, but for an in-depth review of the topic the reader
is referred to the work of Melling [71].
With regards to the flow, seeding should be chosen to ensure it faithfully follows the
fluid under investigation. Particle dynamics are driven by a balance between the inertia of
the particle and the viscous drag force exerted on the particle from the sounding fluid. As
these are likely to be of differing densities, there is a lag between fluid motion and particle
response, similarly, there is a limitation to the maximum frequency that may be followed
by a particle.
In general, the more closely matched the densities, i.e. the closer the density ratio is
to unity, the better the flow may be followed. A density ratio of unity, for a neutrally
buoyant particle would have a perfect frequency response. Particles with a lesser density
will over respond and overestimate the velocity of the fluid while heavier particles will
under respond depending on the fluid frequency content [72].
The lag between accelerations in the fluid and particle acceleration, known as the time
constant, τ0 is defined as:
τ0 =
ρpd
2
p
18νfρf
(3.1)
where ρp , dp are density and diameter of the particle and νf , ρf are viscosity and
density of the fluid [72]. It is therefore clear that both the substance and size of the particle
are important for the dynamic behaviour. This often leads to small particles, of the order
of 1 µm. For example, Melling suggests olive oil of 1 µm is required to follow flows up to
10 kHz [71] which is sufficient for engine flow scales.
However, the seeding must also satisfy optical criteria. As a smaller particle will present
a smaller cross-section, the amount of light scattered is negatively affected by excessively
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small particles. If very small particles are absolutely required, then often higher incident
light intensity is required, or a different substance with a suitable refractive index should
be substituted.
The type of particle used may be solid, fluid or more recently bubbles [73]. The
choice of particle type is often limited by factors other than those already mentioned. For
example, while solid particles offer advantages in terms of light and particle size, their
abrasive nature means they are undesirable for use in an engine where excessive wear to
the liner may occur.
For all experiments carried out in this work, olive oil is used. The fluid particles are
introduced to the intake using a LaVision aerosol generator. The device is driven by a
compressed air supply of between 2 and 10 bar and will produce droplets of 1 µm [74].
It should however be noted that this method will introduce a pressurised flow into the
intake, for this reason the seeding was introduced upstream of the throttle.
In any case, it is desirable that the seeding density be as uniform as as possible through-
out the area of interest. Figure 3.8 presents example frames captured in this project for
processing which can be seen to have a uniform distribution of seeding particles. However,
it appears the brightness intensity of the particles changes slightly between the two frames
resulting in the bottom half of frame two to appear slightly darker. This is due to shot
variation between the two laser cavities (see section 3.4.1.2). During preliminary testing,
a manual inspection of the peak ratios and correlation distributions in both the lighter
and darker regions showed there was no detectable effect in vector calculation.
3.4.1.2 Illumination
In PIV, illumination of the flow measurement plane is with a laser. Lasers are a commonly
used resource in research groups where the technique requires a coherent light source. The
term laser is an acronym for ’light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation’ and
the term describes well the operating principle of a laser. The laser consists of a gain
medium, typically a gas or crystal, a means of stimulating it and means of controlling the
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 2
Figure 3.8: Flow image pair for PIV processing
Table 3.3: New Wave Solo 120 laser specifications
Energy (532 nm) 120 mJ
Energy (266 nm) 25 mJ
No. Cavities 2
Max. repetition rate 15Hz (x2)
Pulse width 3-5ns
Divergence <3mrad
Beam diameter 6mm
Electrical power 1kW
release of radiation.
The fundamental radiation wavelength is a property of the gain medium in the laser,
with common types being neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium (Nd:YAG), helium-neon
(NeHe) and Argon-ion. The former is used extensively throughout this work and is there-
fore discussed in detail here and the specification is given in Table 3.3.
In pulsed operation, the medium is pumped, usually by a flash lamp for a time several
orders of magnitude larger than the pulse width; typically c250 µs. A Q-switch then
allows release of the laser beam for the duration of the pulse (c 5ns). The timing diagram
is shown in Figure 3.9. Manipulation of the Q-switch delay, shown in Figure 3.9 allows the
laser shot energy to be adjusted, and this method is used in the experimental procedure
for all PIV work presented here in the absence of a variable attenuator.
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Figure 3.9: Schedule for pulsed laser operation
Often it can be the case that fundamental wavelength of the laser is outside of a
practical range. Nd:YAG has a fundamental wavelength of 1064nm which is in the infra-
red region. It is therefore common practice to use the higher harmonic wavelengths of
the laser which are 2nd: 532nm (visible, green), 3rd: 355nm (UV) and 4th: 266nm (UV).
This can be achieved by using a higher harmonic generating crystals, but it should be
noted that the efficiencies of these crystals can be low and therefore the power required
at the fundamental wavelength can be several times the required power at the harmonic
frequency.
For the PIV technique two laser pulses are required in rapid succession. In this case,
the laser features two gain mediums and two cavities. In this case careful calibration is
required within the laser head to ensure the two beams are aligned to follow an identical
path before leaving the laser head. A typical beam path is shown in Figure 3.10, which
corresponds to the New Wave Solo 120 laser used in the presented work.
It can be seen in Figure 3.10 that once the beam has passed through the second
harmonic generator (SHG) that there is both the new wavelength and the fundamental
wavelength in the beam. In the case of the New wave solo laser, the SHG uses a Potassium
Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) non-linear angle tuned crystal which vertically polarises the
green light. The dichroic mirrors can then separate the two wavelengths and pass on only
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Figure 3.10: New Wave Solo 120 head
the desired green light to the output.
Whilst there a range of beam shapes and power distribution profiles available depend-
ing on the application, the most common type is a circular beam with a Gaussian distri-
bution - typically with a diameter in the range 4mm - 10mm. The New Wave Solo laser
used for the presented PIV work is of the circular Gaussian type, with a beam diameter
of 6 mm.
It is necessary to manipulate the beam into a sheet for PIV measurements. For this
purpose, sheet forming optics are used. The optics consist of a series of lenses which focus
and shape the light. It is this focusing that allows the thin sheets necessary for planar
laser techniques.
The sheet optic used throughout this work is provided by LaVision and the specifica-
tions are provided in Table 3.4. The unit consists of two spherical lenses, a plano-concave
and a plano-convex lens to focus the beam. There is an additional cylindrical lens which
may be swapped to give the desired divergence of -10 mm, -20 mm or -50 mm. For the
work presented here, -50 mm (the least divergent) was used for imaging in the tumble
plane, and -20 mm was used for swirl plane illumination.
The average laser energy intensity is calculated to be 0.42 J/cm2 according to Equation
3.2. However, due to the Gaussian nature of the beam, the centre is of course higher
intensity. It can be shown by substituting a constant energy profile for a Gaussian and
solving for r approaching zero (i.e. the centre of the beam), that the peak energy is exactly
twice the average energy, Equation 3.3. Therefore the New Wave Solo has a peak intensity
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Table 3.4: Sheet optics specification
Wavelength 266 - 532nm
AR coating 266 - 532nm
Divergent Lenses f=-10mm, -20mm, -50mm
Divergence angles 20°, 10°, 3°
Coating damage threshold 532nm: 2.0J/cm2
355nm: 1.0J/cm2
266nm: 0.5J/cm2
Lens material Fused silica
Working distance 300 - 2000mm
of 0.84 J/cm2 at 532 nm, within the limit of all sheet optics used.
I(z) =
E0
piR2(z)
(3.2)
I(z,peak) =
E0
pi
lim
r→0
4re
−2r2
R2
(z)
2rR2
=
2E0
piR2(z)
(3.3)
3.4.1.3 Measurement planes
There are two planes in which planar based techniques have been used in this work. For
clarity, they are explicitly defined here. There is a horizontal plane described as the swirl
plane, Figure 3.11(a). The height of this sheet is presented in an arbitrary location, but
it is defined by the vertical distance to the bottom of the pent roof.
The vertical plane, Figure 3.11(b) is referred to as the tumble plane and is located on
the cylinder center line, half way between each exhaust valves. It should be noted that
this plane does not cross the centre of the spark plug, but instead the edge of the plug as
this is not exactly centrally located.
3.4.1.4 Image acquisition
Light detection in optical diagnostics is now almost exclusively by use of one or more
digital cameras, rather than cameras featuring a wet film as was previously the case.
Rather than a physical film being passed through the focal point of the camera, the focal
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(a) Swirl plane
(b) Tumble plane
Figure 3.11: View of measurement planes
point is instead positioned on a chip. The camera is classified according to the type of
chip used.
Cameras used for PIV operation require either a high-speed frame rate, or the ability
to run in double-frame mode. For the work presented here, a LaVision Flowmaster 3S
has been used. The maximum frame rate is 8 fps, however it is possible to run in double-
frame mode meaning that two frames may be taken with an interval in the order of µs. A
summary of the specifications is given in Table 3.5.
The inter-frame time, ∆t is chosen according to the expected velocity of the flow. As a
rule of thumb, it is accepted that the particle displacement should be approximately 5-10
pixels. In some flows, the free-stream velocity may be used to guide the selection of ∆t.
However, in the engine environment, there is a significant range of velocities and therefore
this value is often a compromise. In the work presented, various values of ∆t have been
used according to which plane is being imaged and the engine operating condition.
A lens must be included to focus the collected light onto the chip. Key properties
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Table 3.5: LaVision FlowMaster 3S specification summary [75]
Sensor type CCD interline progres-
sive scan with ‘lens-on-
chip’
Number of pixels 1280(h) x 1024 (v)
Pixel size 6.7 µm (h) x 6.7 µm (v)
Active area 8.6 mm x 6.9 mm
QE (max) 52%
(@ 532 nm) 52%
Frame rate 8 fps
Full well capacity 25000 e-
Operating temperature -12°C
Table 3.6: Lens Specification
Manufacturer Nikkor
Focal length 60mm
Speed f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8
f/11, f/16, f/22, f/32
influencing lens selection includes focal length and aperture size; and therefore f-number,
f#, Equation 3.4, where f is the focal length (mm) and D is the aperture diameter (mm).
f# =
f
D
(3.4)
It is vital this is selected carefully as it provides a balance between the field of view
and the required brightness of the projected image which decreases with the square of
the f-number. This would then have a knock-on effect on the required exposure time, for
example, doubling the f-number would require the exposure time to be four times as long.
Lens assemblies are often capable of multiple f-number settings are are stepped to each
setting known as f-stops which is achieved by an iris which allows the aperture diameter
to be reduced. For example, the Nikkor macro lens used throughout the presented work
has the specification as given in Table 3.6.
As well as the effective brightness of the image, the aperture diameter has a significant
effect on the depth of focus achieved, with a larger aperture allowing more light to pass
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through but offering a smaller depth of focus. The choice of aperture size can also have a
stark effect on the apparent size of the particles recorded.
This is due to a phenomena observed when imaging small particles called diffraction-
limited imaging which causes the particle to be observed as a diffraction (Airy) pattern.
Details are described in Adrian [72], from which the following formulae are taken. The
lower limit for the size that may be imaged, known as diffraction limited spot size, DLSS
is given by Equation 3.5 where M is magnification (sensor to area of interest) and λ is the
light wavelength.
DLSS = 2.44(1 +M)f#λ (3.5)
Given the physical size of the particles, their apparent size, known as particle image
diameter (PID) may be obtained by Equation 3.6 where Θ is the physical particle diameter.
PID =
√
M2Θ2 +DLSS2 (3.6)
δz = 4
(
1 +
1
M
)2
f2#λ (3.7)
Figure 3.12 shows how both the depth of focus (Equation 3.7) and PID vary with
magnification. For imaging in the swirl plane, the physical positioning of the camera was
limited leading to a magnification of 0.1. Therefore, an f# of 11 was selected to ensure the
particles have an imaged size within the 2-3 pixel optimum (discussed in Section 3.4.1.6).
However, ideally the depth of focus would be set closer to the thickness of the sheet, 1
mm. One can see from Figure 3.12(a) that this is not the case. In order to achieve a such
depth, a significantly smaller f# would be required, leading to a particle image diameter
of less than a pixel according to Figure 3.12(b). Having a deeper focus results in greater
focus on background and reflections, however this was not found to be excessive, and a
simple background correction eliminated this issue.
Timing of hardware events including illumination and image capture is controlled via
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Figure 3.12: Depth of focus and PID for a range of relevant magnification values
a LaVision programmable timing unit, PTU version 9. This system may receive triggers
from the engines encoders at TDC every cycle and also at 0.2°crank angle intervals. Both
the laser and camera are able to be triggered at a desired crank angle time, with durations
definable to the µs.
3.4.1.5 Image processing routine
Following the progression of this chapter, this section will discuss the pre, main and post
processing carried out on image pairs obtained. The number of pairs required is highly
dependant on the experiment and the data desired. In the work presented here, the run
time of the experiment limits the number of images that may be obtained before fouling of
the optical surfaces becomes excessive. It was possible to collect at least 800 image pairs
in each experiment before the images were deemed to be unacceptable.
For any experiments which include imaging through a glass (or other transparent)
material, it is important to take into account the distortion which may occur. This is
particularly important in when the surface is curved as is the case in the presented work.
This effect is corrected by placing a calibration grid, with evenly spaced marks at a known
size and spacing. Imaging this grid can then be used to calculate the distortion caused by
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(a) Pre-filter (b) Post-filter
Figure 3.13: PIV pre-processing background subtraction filter
the liner, and is the first step in pre-processing.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1.4, some of the engine surfaces remained in focus, which
ultimately lead to optical fouling becoming an issue earlier than it may otherwise have
done. A background subtraction process was carried out to eliminate the issue. As the
fouling is very much a dynamic problem, a simple background subtraction is not sufficient,
rather a sliding minimum subtraction is carried out.
This background subtraction uses nine subsequent images and on a pixel by pixel basis,
the minimum image intensity is calculated and subtracted. For example, for image 1, the
minimum intensity for each pixel from the image set 1-9 is calculated, for image 2, the
minimum of the image set 2-10 and so on. Figure 3.13 shows an example of an image pre
and post filter.
In order to reduce unnecessary computational demand, the background correction is
only applied to the area of interest, and not to any of the surrounding area of the image, for
example the area occupied by valves, piston or the area at either side of the cylinder. This
is achieved by masking and it is during this step the mask is made permanent, ensuring
that PIV vectors are only calculated on the relevant area. The origin is also relocated to
the new centre of the image (cylinder center).
The main processing involves the calculation of velocity vectors from each pair of
images using a correlation technique. Each image is split into a number of areas known
as interrogation regions. The size of these are dependant on the expected flow velocities
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(a) Image 1 (b) Image 2 (c) Poor correlation (d) Good correlation
Figure 3.14: PIV cross-correlation process
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Figure 3.15: Example correlation plots
and are chosen together with the inter-frame time, ∆t (discussed in Section 3.4.1.4).
Each pair of corresponding regions (from frame 1 and 2) are cross-correlated. The
process is repeated after shifting the one relative to the other in a range of x and y
displacements. The process, graphically demonstrated in Figure 3.14.
Following the correlation process, a correlation surface, similar to those shown in Figure
3.15. These plots give a good indication of the quality of data obtained, and if the
interrogation region has been suitably chosen.
As is often the case, one must find a compromise when choosing an interrogation region
size. A smaller size leads to a higher vector density, however particles may be lost if they
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move outside of the region. On the other hand, a larger region will lead to poor resolution
of the vector field which may not fully describe the flow, for example smaller eddies will
be lost. Both of these cases will lead to a poor quality correlation and therefore data.
Figure 3.15(b) is an example where the interrogation region may be too large, causing
velocity gradients across the region and therefore many peaks of correlation. It has been
found in preliminary testing that a final size of 32 x 32 is suitable (equivalent to a physical
size of 2 mm x 2 mm), and is used for all PIV tests in the presented work. However, the
issues discussed only relate to the final pass size. It is common practice to perform multiple
passes of the correlation, offsetting each pass by the velocity vector of the previous pass.
For the work presented, a more coarse 64 x 64 grid is used initially, followed by two passes
at 32 x 32.
It is also common practice to overlap the interrogation regions by as much as 87%. This
serves not only to increase the vector density but also to improve the validity of vectors.
This is because vectors are checked against surrounding vectors for flow continuity, and if
there is significant deviation it is likely to be a spurious vector and therefore removed.
In cases where a vector is removed, the next highest peak in the correlation plot is taken
and again compared, this is known as a second choice vector. This process is continued up
to a fourth choice, after which the vector is rejected and instead liner interpolation based
on surrounding vectors is used to generate a vector. Whilst the interpolation of data is
not ideal, sparsity in the vector field can result in skewed calculations performed later on
the vector fields. In the presented work very few vectors were generated in this manner
(the relevant statistics are presented together with results), in general 98% + of vectors
were first choice, with greater than 1% being second choice vectors. Third choice, fourth
choice and interpolated vectors made up less than 0.5% of the data.
Other than the discussed vector rejection, no additional post-processing was carried out
during vector field generation. However, due to the high overlap of interrogation regions
and the resulting high vector density, the vector count was reduced by reconstructing
the grid. This step, necessary to reduce computational time reduced a typical field from
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Table 3.7: PIV processing parameters
Images captured 800 pairs
Sliding background
removal
9 pairs
Vector calculation 1 x 64x64, 2 x 32x32
Overlap 50% initial, 87%
Vector validation /
removal
median filter, 2 r.m.s
of neighbours
Invalid vectors Interpolation
(a) ∆t = a (b) ∆t = a/3
Figure 3.16: Comparison of error induced by measuring at discrete time steps
35,000 vectors to 9000 vectors.
Both full and reduced resolution fields were investigated and the reduction resulted in
negligible loss of data quality while significantly reducing computational time. A summary
of all PIV processing parameters is given in Table 3.7.
3.4.1.6 Errors in PIV measurements
Of course, as is the case with any measurement technique, there are limitations which lead
to an error in the measurement. While careful experimental design may minimise these
errors, there are a few types of error which PIV is particularly susceptible to. Three of
these are discussed in this section, together with considerations taken to mitigate their
effects.
The first of these errors is an underestimation and inaccurate direction of velocities
due to the averaging effect of discrete measurements. As PIV is based on two snapshots of
particles temporally separated by ∆t, the motion between then is assumed to be a straight
line when this may not be the case (Figure 3.16).
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Table 3.8: Calculated velocity error
Velocity error
V3 lift [m/s] [%]
100% 0.58 4.5
80% 0.58 4.4
60% 0.87 6.3
40% 0.97 5.9
20% 1.09 5.2
0% 1.45 5.4
This problem is often caused by the choosing of an inappropriate value for ∆t. If it
is chosen too large, the motion will be poorly estimated as is the case in Figure 3.16(a).
However, it is not appropriate in all cases to simply choose a small value for ∆t as this
must be chosen in combination with the interrogation region size using knowledge of the
expected flow characteristics. The error in velocity measurement is calculable using a
method discussed by Adrian [76], Equation 3.8. Where σ∆x, M and ∆t are the potential
error in particle location, magnification and inter-frame time. Table 3.8 shows values
calculated for the cases presented in this thesis, approximately 5%.
σu =
σ∆x
M∆t
(3.8)
The Second type of error is a phenomenon known as peak-locking. This occurs due to
the Gaussian curve fitting used in the correlation process to identify particles. If the imaged
particle appears smaller than 1 pixel as shown in Figure 3.17(b) the particle centre may
be incorrectly identified as the centre of the pixel. Therefore when the pixel displacement
is calculated, it can only be an integer value. It is recommended that the particle image is
2-3 pixels [75] as is the case in Figure 3.17(a). Here the estimated particle centre (dotted
line) is in the same location as the real particle centre (solid line).
An easily identifiable trend occurs in the data if there is strong peak locking. By
plotting a distribution of the absolute particle displacements (Figure 3.18) any bias towards
integer values should become obvious.
The LaVision DaVis software used throughout the work presented also includes a
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(a) Particle image diameter =
2-3 pixels
(b) Particle image diameter <1
pixel
Figure 3.17: Comparison of the Gaussian curve fitting with different particle sizes
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Figure 3.18: Pixel displacement with peak locking
simple, single value measure for the ’amount’ of peak locking based on the centre of mass
of a histogram. Firstly, to calculate the histogram values, each pixel displacement has it’s
integer part subtracted and then the modulus is taken (for example −3.53 → dsmass =
0.53). Any value greater than 0.5 is subtracted from 1 to improve the estimation of peak
locking. Peak locking is then given by Equation 3.9 as the decimal remainder should be
equally distributed, therefore one would expect the centre of mass to be 0.25 and therefore
the peak locking value to be zero. Any bias in the pixel displacements will result in a Peak
locking value closer to unity.
PeakLocking = 4(0.25− d¯smass) (3.9)
To limit the peak locking, care must be taken with the imaged particle size. In diffrac-
tion limited imaging it is the size of the airy disc that is significantly more important than
the physical particle size when considering the imaged size. As discussed in the earlier
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section, f# may be adjusted, the magnification changed by imaging a smaller area or as a
last resort, the image may be intentionally slightly defocused.
The last source of error to be discussed is often not significant but nevertheless should
still be considered. PIV is a measurement based on the scatter of light from particles
and this is dependant on the size of particles. Larger particles will scatter more light and
therefore be more influential on the correlation within an interrogation region. However,
more modern and sophisticated PIV analysis techniques are able to address this by nor-
malisation, but it should be noted that the effect of noise may also be included here. The
issue is also tackled by use of high quality flow seeders which tend to produce a very small
range of particle diameters.
3.4.2 Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence, PLIF, more commonly referred to as LIF is a ver-
satile technique applied to fluid flows. It allows many scalar quantities such as con-
centration/fraction, temperature and pH value. It is also increasingly common in flame
measurements due to the ability to specifically determine radicals (most commonly OH)
present only in the flame, and therefore provide a precise location of the reaction zone.
However, the technique is used in the presented work to measure the concentration of
a substance, more specifically, the concentration of a gas mixing with air. It is therefore
this application of the technique that will be discussed in this section. In recent years,
the technique has gained traction in automotive engine research, with many examples
available in literature. Work by Sercey et. al. [77–79] is a comprehensive example and
details the calibration necessary in the application of quantitative air-to-fuel measurements
in engines.
3.4.2.1 Principle of LIF
The LIF technique relies on a physical process known as molecular electronic transition.
Excitation of a molecule is caused by an incident light source, followed by fluorescence.
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Figure 3.19: Electron energy levels under excitation and fluorescence
The described process is summarised in Figure 3.19.
Firstly an incident photon strikes a molecule causing the energy to be absorbed ac-
cording to Plank’s relation (Equation 3.10) where h is Plank’s constant, c is the speed of
light and λ is the wavelength of the incident light, usually denoted λL. It is important
that the incident light be of a suitable wavelength to cause a transition to a higher energy
state where it will stay for the order of nanoseconds.
∆E =
hc
λ
(3.10)
The second step involves an energy decay within the excited state from one level to
a lower level. This process is known as non-radiative relaxation and is due to losses in
vibration and rotational energy. This small change in energy is vital to the LIF technique
as in the third step, it results in a different energy transition required to return to ground
state. The different energy results in a photon emitted with a longer wavelength to that
absorbed by the molecule, i.e. λL 6= λLIF . This is known as red-shift or Stoke’s shift
and it is this process that defines the LIF technique as inelastic. The processes can be
summarised by:
A + λL −→ A∗ (Excitation)
A∗ −→ A + λLIF (Fluorescence)
The red-shifted fluorescence allows for an optical filter to be used on the detector to
allow only the light at the fluorescent wavelength, λLIF to be recorded, giving spatially
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resolved fluorescence intensity. By considering concentration LIF, it can be explained how
this value relates to the desired scalar quantity, concentration.
Often the flow being measured is not itself fluorescent, or the fluorescent behaviour is
undesirable and therefore a tracer is added (Section 3.4.2.2). This leads to there being
only a fraction of the flow that will react by fluorescing under excitation at the incident
wavelength, λL this is proportional to the molar fraction of the tracer.
In reality, despite the sheet of incident light passing through the flow, only a fraction
of the light will strike a tracer molecule, furthermore only a fraction of these molecules
will absorb the energy and emit fluorescent radiation, known as quantum yield.
As absorption and fluorescence behaves according to quantum mechanics, the radiation
of fluorescent photons is random and considered equal in all directions. Therefore only
photons emitted in the direction of the detector will be detected. Once at the detector,
each of the optical components has an associated quantum efficiency, QE limiting the
intensity that is recorded. These inefficiencies can be summarised by:
Signal = Energy ×Molar fraction×Quantum yield×Detection efficiency
To evaluate this expression, each term is considered in turn. The energy term can be
calculated by Equation 3.11 from the laser pulse energy, EL and the laser frequency, vL.
Energy =
EL
HhvL
(3.11)
The next term, molar fraction is given by the product of volume fraction of the tracer,
ψT and the total number density, n.
Quantum yield is given by the product of absorption cross section, σ and the fluores-
cence efficiency, φ.
Finally, calculation of the detection system can be more complex as each component
in the system will have an associated QE value which is strongly wavelength dependant.
Equation 3.12 gives the detection system quantum efficiency. The expression assumes a
single lens, however this term often includes the combined efficiencies from all lenses and
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mirrors in the system.
QEDetection = TLensTFilter
Ω
4pi
H2pixel
M2
(3.12)
M =
(
S0
f
− 1
)−1
(3.13)
TLens and TFilter represent the transmission through the lens and filter respectively.
Ω is the detection angle, Hpixel is effective pixel size and M is magnification given by
Equation 3.13 where f is focal length and S0 is the distance between the lens and the laser
sheet.
Combining and re-arranging these terms leads to Equation 3.14 to calculate the number
of photoelectrons recorded, NPH.EL.
NPH.EL = QETLensTFilter
Ω
4pi
H2Pixel
M2
ψTnσφ (3.14)
Finally, the total signal, SF can be calculated by Equation 3.15 where K is a conversion
factor.
SF = KNPH.EL (3.15)
3.4.2.2 Tracers
It is often the case that the fluid of interest has undesirable fluorescence behaviour. While
the majority of gases and fluids will exhibit some behaviour, they are quite often weak
and/or have their excitation and emission peaks at impractical wavelengths. It is therefore
common practice to use a tracer.
The tracers available to use will depend firstly on whether the fluid of interest is a gas
or liquid - or in some cases it may exist in both states such as gasoline direct injection.
Common tracers are acetone, toluene and 3-pentanone for gaseous fluids or rhodamine,
fluoreceine and triethylamine (TEA) for liquid fluids. A thorough review of tracers for use
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Figure 3.20: Absorption and emission spectra for acetone (Courtesy of LaVision)
in both gaseous and liquid fluids is given by Schulz and Sick [80].
Careful selection of tracer is required to optimally match both desirable physical fluid
properties and fluorescent behaviour. The choice of tracer should be made together with
the hardware required in the laser and detection systems as each tracer will have a specific,
often narrow spectra for excitation and emission. There may be other considerations
relevant when choosing a tracer, as they can often be toxic or harmful chemicals.
The absorption and emission behaviour of tracers are highly dependant on the ambient
conditions. They all have individual sensitivities to ambient conditions, but most will
be dependant on temperature and pressure; leading to the need for careful calibration.
As well as the dependence on ambient conditions, the quenching performance needs to
be considered. Aromatic tracers are sensitive to oxygen quenching, making them less
suitable for oxygen rich environments. Acetone (absorption and emission spectra presented
in Figure 3.20 does not suffer this problem, and is therefore used throughout the work
presented here as a tracer in natural gas and nitrogen.
For any selected tracer and experiment, the concentration of tracer should be carefully
selected. In general, the minimum amount that gives a sufficient signal should be used.
This ensures that the results are more representative of the fluid under consideration. In
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addition, light energy will be absorbed by the tracer molecules and therefore a higher
concentration of tracer may result in the fluid furthest from the light source not receiving
sufficient light.
To calculate this, a parameter known as absorption path length is calculated. For
acetone, the transmission may be approximated by Equation 3.16 where vol% is the volu-
metric concentration of the tracer and L is the length of the light path which has the fluid
flowing through it.
Transmission = e−vol%×L/100cm (3.16)
It should be noted that the concentration volume in Equation 3.16 is the overall volu-
metric concentration, for example in an engine this is the fraction of the air-fuel mixture.
Whilst it is possible to use a premixed supply of natural gas and acetone at a prede-
termined concentration provided by bottled gas suppliers, the injection pressure is limited
due to the maximum bottle pressure that can be achieved. To achieve a 0.5 % balance of
acetone a limit of 36 bar bottle pressure is imposed. As it is generally good practice to
have a significant pressure difference across the regulator (the rule of thumb figure is 5 to
10 times), the injection pressure is limited to 3.6 bar.
Therefore, introducing acetone after the pressure regulation removes this limitation.
This is achieved by using a bubbling seeder approach. A pressure vessel was designed
for this purpose (Figure 3.21). The vessel is tested for use with gas up to 7 bar. This
is connected into the fuel system with a check-valve added to the inlet of the vessel to
prevent back flow of acetone.
The acetone pressure vessel features four bosses on the top surface. Two of these are
for pressure relief and a K-type thermocouple allowing temperature measurement. The
other two are inlet and outlet. Whilst the bottom face of the outlet boss is flush with
the top surface of the vessel, the inlet is extended down into the vessel to 5 mm from the
bottom surface of the vessel as shown in Figure 3.21(b).
In use, the vessel is filled approximately two-thirds with liquid acetone and sealed.
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(a) Acetone vessel (b) CAD figure
Figure 3.21: Vessel used to prepare flow tracer mixture with internal view
Table 3.9: Antoine equation parameters for acetone [81]
Valid temperature [K] A B C
259.16 - 507.60 4.42448 1312.253 -32.445
Therefore the gas entering the inlet is bubbled up through the liquid acetone and allowed
to collect in the remaining volume; approximately 1/3, where it may mix with acetone
vapour before flowing through the outlet boss.
The acetone fraction of the outlet gas may be known by assuming the acetone is at
saturation pressure, dependant on the mixture temperature. For this reason it is essential
to monitor and control the temperature within the vessel. The saturation pressure of a
vapour may be given by the Antoine equation, Equation 3.17 where T is temperature in
K and A,B and C are constants given in Table 3.9.
logP = A− B
C + T
(3.17)
Given the measured temperature, the partial pressure of acetone in the mixture may
be calculated. This can be combined with the gas pressure also measured on the vessel
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Figure 3.22: Theoretical maximum acetone mass fraction
using Dalton’s law, Equation 3.18.
Ptotal =
n∑
i=1
Pi = Pacetone + Pgas (3.18)
By treating the mixture as an ideal mixture, the acetone fraction may be calculated
according to Equation 3.19.
xi =
ni
ntotal
=
pi
ptotal
(3.19)
Due to the differing molecular masses of natural gas and nitrogen, the mass fraction is
calculated depending on which gas is used. Figure 3.22 shows the mass fraction of acetone
over a range of relevant temperatures.
However, one should note that this is the maximum mass fraction, assuming the vapour
is at full saturation pressure. In reality, this would only be the case given a large enough
vessel with a large volume of acetone through which the gas can bubble. Given the
vessel used, provided there is no significant change in the acetone level throughout the
experiment, an equilibrium will be reached, resulting in a consistent fraction of acetone in
the gas.
It was found that 30°C was sufficient temperature to enable an appropriate signal level.
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During the time of the experiment, the ambient cell temperature was at approximately
this level. However the vessel still required heating due to the cooling effect of acetone
evaporation. A programmable thermostat system, using the thermocouple fitted to one of
the bosses on the vessel allowed closed control of the temperature.
3.4.2.3 Illumination
In the LIF technique, light of a specific wavelength is required to cause excitation in the
molecules in the flow, while emission from the molecules are at a longer wavelength (red-
shifted). To achieve this specific wavelength, it is possible to use a laser or a narrow-band
LED.
Throughout this work, a laser is used as the light source as LEDs commonly have a
significantly wider range of wavelengths than a laser, which can be an issue if they overlap
with the fluorescent wavelength as would be the case in this work. A brief discussion of
laser is given earlier in Section 3.4.1.2, and therefore only additional information relevant
to LIF is provided here.
As can be seen earlier in Figure 3.20, the peak absorption of acetone is 280 nm (UV-C).
Whilst a tunable laser would allow precise matching to this peak, it was not possible in
this work. In fact, an advantage of acetone is that the absorption spectra is relatively
broad and it extends down to 266 nm. This wavelength is key as it is the fourth-harmonic
of frequently used Nd:YAG lasers.
The New Wave Solo 120 laser described in Section 3.4.1.2 is capable of the fourth-
harmonic output but at a significantly reduced pulse energy, 25 mJ/pulse. In practice this
was found to be insufficient to obtain a reasonable fluorescence signal while maintaining
a large enough area of interest (cylinder bore).
For this reason, the Litron TRLi850 is used for all LIF measurements presented in
this work. The specifications of the laser are presented in Table 3.10. In addition to the
specifications given, the TRLi allows a motorised attenuator to be used to adjust output
laser power while maintaining a constant Q-switch delay.
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Table 3.10: TRLi850 specification
Pulse energy (532
nm)
435 mJ
Pulse energy (266
nm)
105 mJ
No. cavities 1
Max. repetition rate 10 Hz
Pulse width 6 ns
Divergence 0.5 mrad
Beam diameter 9.5 mm
Electrical power 3.5 kW
Peak intensity (266
nm)
0.28 J/cm2
Table 3.11: LaVision FlowMaster 3S specification summary [82]
Sensor type Sony 2/3 progressive
scan with ’lens-on-chip’
Number of pixels 1280(h) x 1024 (v)
Pixel size 6.7 µm (h) x 6.7 µm (v)
Active area 8.6 mm x 6.9 mm
QE (max) 11%
(@ 380 nm) <5%
Frame rate 8 fps
Full well capacity 25000 e-
Operating temperature -12°C
Intensifier type MCP
Intensifier gate >5 ns
Intensifier diameter 25 mm
3.4.2.4 Image acquisition
Image acquisition for the LIF images uses an intensified camera, the LaVision Nanostar,
detailed in Table 3.11. The operation of the Nanostar differed from that of the FlowMaster
3S. As the LIF experiment relies on the absolute intensity measured, additional parameters
need to be carefully selected, namely intensifier gain and gate.
These parameters together with acetone concentration and laser pulse energy will
determine the absolute intensity recorded and several preliminary runs were carried out
to fine tune these values. Of course, increasing the gain and/or gate will result in a higher
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Figure 3.23: LIF experiment work flow
intensity count and one should set these to achieve a sufficiently high intensity to ensure
a high dynamic range, but not so high as to saturate the camera.
One should also be aware of the drawbacks of increasing either of these values. Increas-
ing the gain will not only increase the real signal recorded but also the noise. Initially, the
SNR will benefit from the improvement in signal, but too much gain will result in a grainy
image. Increasing the parameter will also likely result in excessive image processing filters
being required.
Similarly, increasing the gate time may lead to blur in the image, in a similar manner
to increasing exposure time on a non-intensified camera. This is due to exposing the sensor
to a moving object for longer.
If quantitative LIF is to be carried out, it is important that these parameters are kept
consistent through all images, or at least a new calibration should be carried out each time
they are changed.
It is common practice in LIF to use camera filters to ensure that only the fluorescence
is captured and not the incident light. For the presented work, a long-pass UV filter was
used. The filter cut-on is at 300 nm, ensuring that the 266 nm source light is not captured.
While this will also block some of the fluorescence, the peak is sufficiently above 300 nm.
3.4.2.5 Image processing routine
When performing LIF experiments, there is a specific work flow order that must be adhered
to, shown in Figure 3.23.
Background correction takes account of other sources of interference such as back-
ground light. For this stage, the laser can either be turned on or off depending on whether
the laser light is considered background light i.e. if it is not fully filtered out by the optical
filters on the detection system. All set-up and hardware settings should be identical to
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that used in the experimental images except there should be no LIF active species present.
The working fluid can still be present providing it is available without the LIF tracer. If
the desired fluid is itself LIF active, then an alternative calibration fluid should be used
that is not LIF active but has similar properties to the fluid to be used in the experiments.
To correct vignetting of the detection system, which is an issue in systems with an
intensifier present, a homogeneously illuminated surface (i.e. a white image) should be
taken to normalise images against. For the purposes of this step, a white sheet placed well
out of focus can provide the white image needed.
It is necessary to spatially map the area if interest from the perspective of the detection
device. If the camera is not perpendicular to the light sheet or as can be the case, especially
in optical engines, there is a curved surface between the detection system and the laser
sheet then a equally spaced grid should be placed in the measurement plane and imaged
to correct for distortion.
The next two steps, energy correction and absorption correct are related to the laser
energy output and the repeatability and uniformity of the light. The laser has a particular
value of pulse-to-pulse energy variations and this is monitored via the energy monitor.
During all following stages, this is accounted for.
The laser beam is not perfectly uniform in the distribution of energy, which leads to a
non-uniform light sheet once the beam has passed through the sheet optics. An image of
a homogeneous mixture can correct for this. In addition to this, the sheet image will also
correct for the absorption, which leads to the laser sheet intensity reducing as it moves
through the measurement volume.
If it is desired to have a quantitative rather than qualitative measurement, then a
scale should be calculated that allows the light intensity value measured to be converted
to the desired measurement quantity. This is achieved through images of two or more
homogeneous mixtures where the desired measurement quantities are known.
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Table 3.12: Fastcam MiniAX specification [83]
Sensor type Advanced CMOS
Max. resolution 1024 x 1024
Pixel size 20µm x 20µm
Sensor size 20.48 mm x 20.48 mm
QE (630 nm) 49%
Frame rate
Full resolution 6400 fps
128 x 64 259200 fps
Onboard memory 16 GB
Maximum frames 10818
3.4.3 High-speed flame imaging
As high-speed flame images are presented in this work, this section briefly describes the
hardware used as well as some extra considerations specific to high-speed work.
With fast advancing imaging technology even mobile phone devices may feature cam-
eras with frame rates in excess of 100 fps and high-end specialist cameras may reach 1
billion frames per second. With such frame rates there are additional problems presented
by high-speed cameras.
Firstly, the demand of on-board memory is increased as a typical mono-colour image
at 1 MP resolution will require 1MB, meaning that even a 1000 fps camera requires 1 GB
per second of recording. The second issue is the vastly reduced shutter (exposure) time of
the sensor. Of course this value cannot exceed the time between frames, and therefore this
severely limits the amount of light the sensor is exposed to. However, advanced high-speed
cameras are becoming increasingly sensitive, allowing shorter shutter times to still capture
sufficient light.
The camera used for this work, The Photron Fastcam MiniAX (details in Table 3.12)
allowed the maximum full resolution frame rate to used whilst still capturing sufficient
light. The frame rate, 6400 fps is equivalent to 1 frame each 1.875°CA. As a continuous
recording would last only 1.69 s, i.e. 56 cycles, the camera was set to only record a sequence
of 50 images per cycle from the time of spark, thus increasing the number of cycles to 216.
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3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has detailed the experimental hardware that has been used throughout the
presented work and justification has been given where necessary.
Techniques used for both data capture and processing has been discussed. Optical
diagnostic techniques have been particularly emphasised as much of the subsequent dis-
cussion relates to analysis carried out using optical data obtained throughout the project.
Similarly to with the hardware, settings and techniques have been justified where appro-
priate.
All hardware and data processing settings have been presented in this chapter. There-
fore, subsequent chapters do not discuss in detail the settings used to obtain and process
images and the reader is directed back to this Chapter.
The next chapter discusses how the large volumes of data produced by the techniques
described in this chapter may be reduced and analysed. This includes global and local
flow characteristics and engine performance data calculated from collected pressure data.
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Data Reduction and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter detailed the experimental hardware used throughout this work and
the methods used for data processing. This chapter continues and describes analysis and
the reduction of the large volumes of data generated.
The chapter begins by discussing how information is extracted from raw vector fields
by means of averaging and field decomposition. Various parameters which can then be
calculated over the entire data-set are then discussed to allow meaningful comparison
between test conditions in subsequent chapters.
Finally, the chapter discusses the analysis of high-speed flame combustion data. Again,
single parameters are extracted from these data sets to allow comparison between test
conditions in subsequent chapters.
4.2 Vector field analysis
Throughout the course of this project data was collected from two planes under forty two
different conditions producing over 33,500 vector fields and total number of individual
vectors in excess of 1 billion (1.1× 109). This section presents existing methodology for
converting these large data sets into meaningful information.
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Throughout the section, illustrative examples are given from a data set collected during
this project. Data from collected in the swirl plane in the standard valve condition is used.
4.2.1 Single point statistics
In the first instance, the most straight forward analysis of a set of vector fields is calculating
the time mean, Ui(x), Equation 4.1. The average is calculated for each velocity component
across the spatial domain, x.
Ui(x) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Ui(x, tn) (4.1)
The resulting vector field can provide a useful indication of the large scale flow, but
can also cause turbulence information to be lost as small scale, fluctuating features are
averaged out. However, the principle of Reynolds decomposition, Equation 4.2 separates
the flow field into a mean component and a fluctuating component forms the basis for
many turbulence calculations [63].
ui(x, tn) = Ui(x, tn)− Ui(x) (4.2)
For example, the root mean squared (RMS) velocity fluctuation is often used to de-
scribe turbulent flows, Equation 4.3, presented in Figure 4.1. It is a description of the
magnitude of fluctuation of velocity at each point in the spatial domain. However, specific
to in-cylinder engine flows is the phenomena of cycle to cycle variation which may distort
recorded RMS velocities.
u′i(x) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
u2i (x, tn) (4.3)
If the RMS velocity is describing the fluctuation of velocity at each point, then the
turbulent kinetic energy, TKE describes the energy of the fluctuations and is defined by
Equation 4.4. The sum of this value for each velocity component gives the total turbulent
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(a) Raw field, U(X, t243)
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(c) Fluctuating field, u′(X, t243)
Figure 4.1: Example of Reynolds decomposition for arbitrary field, t = 243
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(a) Urms distribution
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(b) TKE distribution
Figure 4.2: Distributions of Urms and TKE
kinetic energy [63].
TKEi(x) =
1
2
(
u′2i (x)
)
(4.4)
TKE is used throughout the presented work as a measure of turbulence intensity. The
spatial distribution of TKE may be analysed, or summed over the domain as presented in
Figure 4.2(b). As one may expect, the distribution is visually similar to the distribution
of rms velocity, presented in Figure 4.2(a).
4.2.2 Two-point statistics
Two point statistics can reveal characteristics of a flow over space and/or time, relating
velocities at different points in space and time. They can also give an insight into the
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length and time scales of the flow, providing quantitative information about bulk motion
and turbulence.
This section discusses velocity correlations and the subsequent length scales that are
presented throughout the work. For clarification, the two-point correlation functions de-
scribed in the following section are not the same as the cross-correlation used in PIV image
processing discussed earlier.
4.2.2.1 Correlation functions
Correlation functions provide a quantifiable measure of similarity between a velocity com-
ponent at one point in space and time with another. Mathematically, it is the normalised
form of covariance, Equation 4.5 where points xA and xB are separated by time τ .
covij(xA, xB, τ) = ui(xA, t)uj(xB, t+ τ) (4.5)
Subscripts i,j refer to velocity components. Throughout the presented work, a two-
dimensional plane in Cartesian space is considered. Equation 4.6 gives the generalised
form of the correlation function [84].
Rij(x, r, τ) =
〈ui(x, t)uj(x+ r, t+ τ)〉√
〈u2i (x, t)〉
√
〈u2j (x+ r, t)〉
(4.6)
Similarly to covariance, subscripts i,j refer to velocity components. For the two-
dimensional, two-component velocity fields considered throughout this work, only cor-
relations where i=j are considered, i.e. R11 & R22.
The above generalised equation is often simplified under particular conditions. If
velocity fields represent the same point in time, as is the case with the phase-locked data
presented throughout this thesis, i.e. τ = 0, the correlation is referred to as the Spatial
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(a) CCFuu (b) CCFvv
Figure 4.3: SVCs for u and v velocity components about point (-12 mm,-3 mm)
Velocity Correlation (SVC), Equation 4.7 [84].
SV C = Rij(x, r) =
〈ui(x, t)uj(x+ r, t)〉√
〈u2i (x, t)〉
√
〈u2j (x+ r, t)〉
(4.7)
Similarly, although not considered in the presented work, is the Auto-Correlation Func-
tion (AFC, also known as Eularian Time Correlation). The ACF considers the correlation
of a single point separated by time, τ i.e. r = 0.
It is common to evaluate Equation 4.7 at a given point in relation to the entire domain
to present the spatial distribution as shown in Figure 4.3. This allows visual representation,
related to the size of the structures within the flow. The full domain evaluation at each
point allows the calculation of integral length scales, discussed in the subsequent chapter.
Correlations may also be used to describe the similarity between two vector fields.
This is required in work presented in the subsequent chapter where corresponding vector
fields from two data sets are compared. In this case, a single value for correlation may
be obtained by spatial averaging as Equation 4.8. Where (ui) denotes spatial average of
vector component i and SA & SB refer to the corresponding field of dataset A and B
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Figure 4.4: SVC profiles about point (-12 mm,-3 mm)
respectively.
Rii,AB =
ui(x, SA)ui(x, SB)√
u2i (x, SA)
√
u2i (x, SB)
(4.8)
4.2.2.2 Integral length scales
Integral length scales, representative of the size of structures in the flow are directly
calculable from the previously discussed SVC. For further discussion of turbulence scales,
including the integral length and time scales see Chapter 2.5.
The integral length scale is defined as the integral of the SVC as shown in Equation
4.9. Subscripts i, j refer again to velocity components, subscript k denotes the direction
in which the integration is performed. Again, considering only i = j correlations, there
are a total of four integral length scales calculable; longitudinal length scales, 1L11,
2 L22
where i = j = k and transverse length scales, 1L22,
2 L11 where i = j 6= k.
kLij(x) =
∫ ∞
0
Rij(x, s)ds (4.9)
In a similar fashion to the SVC calculation discussed earlier, the integral length scales
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Figure 4.5: Integral length scale distributions
may be evaluated at each point in the spatial domain. Figure 4.4 shows the profile of
SVC for the point marked in Figure 4.3. Integrating along the profiles uu, vv would give
1L11,
1 L22 respectively as presented in Figure 4.5.
While the definition of integral length scales calls for the integration of this profile
from ds = 0 to ∞, this is not practical in real flows and it is common practice to instead
integrate until the first crossing of the R = 0 axis which provides a close approximation.
As SVC shape is descriptive of the size of an eddy centred at the point of the calculation,
in real engineering flows it is often the case the SVC is asymmetric. Therefore one would
expect a different length scale to be calculated by taking the upstream and downstream
SVC. Ordinarily the average of the upstream and downstream length scales is taken as
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(a) CCFuu near wall (b) Horizontal profile with curtailment
Figure 4.6: Curtailment of CCF and profile near wall
this is characteristic of the size of an eddy centered at the point of calculation.
However, there are cases in which the SVC does not have a crossing of the R = 0
axis before reaching the edge of the domain, i.e. the data is curtailed. Take the example
presented in Figure 4.6, an extreme case where the point about which the correlation is
calculated is chosen to be very close to the domain edge. The corresponding profile in
Figure 4.6(b) shows the values at the point of curtailment are relatively high in this case.
Hollis [85] shows that the SVC after curtailment can be approximated in exponential
form, Equation 4.10.
Rij =
(
Rij−curtailed
e−∆scurtailed
)
e−∆s (4.10)
Robinson [84] discusses several methods for how the estimated and curtailed data
may be used for the calculation of length scale. In the main, the methods explored rely
on averaging the data; either 50-50 averaging or weighted averaging. Robinson finds the
optimum approach is to use a confidence weighted average, developed by Hollis [85], shown
in Equation 4.11 where Lup & Ldown denote the calculated upstream and downstream
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calculated length scales, including any exponentially modelled data.
L =
CupLup + CdownLdown
Cup + Cdown
(4.11)
The approach allows a confidence factor to be assigned to both the upstream and
downstream values depending on the reliance on modelled data. If the SVC at the point
of curtailment is greater than 0.9, then the length scale is deemed to be too reliant on
modelling and is dismissed.
Conversely if the SVC is less than 0.1 at the point of curtailment then it is deemed that
the calculation is based on enough ’real data’ and thus has high confidence. In between
these values a proportional value is used as described in Equation 4.12.
C =

0 if Rc > 0.9
1.124− (1.25Rc) if 0.1 ≤ Rc ≤ 0.9
1 if Rc < 0.1
(4.12)
Of course if there is no or minimal curtailment of the data, there is full confidence
(C = 1) in the calculated length scales and Equation 4.11 simplifies to 50-50 averaging,
Equation 4.13, which would be the case for the majority of flow domain, far from edges
as previously discussed.
L =
Lup + Ldown
2
(4.13)
4.2.3 Vortex centre identification
It was described in Chapter 2 how the vorticity (curl) is derived from a vector field. The
calculation according to Equation 4.14 gives vorticity in the plane normal to the vector
field, with positive counter-clockwise rotation.
ωk =
(
δVj
δxi
− δUi
δxj
)
(4.14)
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Figure 4.7: Vector field vorticity (peaks highlighted)
As the magnitude of vorticity peaks at the centre vortices, the peak locations may
be used to locate the vortex centres. Figure 4.7 shows how the peaks (both negative
and positive) are indicative of the vortex centres. In the analysis of these fields, data
immediatedly adjacent to the edges is disregarded as the calculation with a zero value
may cause a false peak. Visual inspection of the fields revealed that the vortex centres are
sufficiently far from this area.
4.2.4 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Proper orthogonal decomposition, a tool of probability theory, is a method for modal
decomposition of an ensemble of values or signals. Also known as Karhunen-Loe`ve de-
composition or principle component analysis (PCA), POD is applied in a wide range of
disciplines including random variable analysis and image processing (for references see
Berkooz et. al. [86]).
The technique was discovered in 1945 by Loe`ve but introduced into the field of turbu-
lent flows by Lumley in 1967 [87] as a method for separating large eddies in shear flows.
The technique has continued to gain popularity within the research community and fits
into a group of analysis techniques capable of separating large-scale, coherent motion from
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turbulence.
O¨lc¸men et. al. [88] gives a comprehensive comparison of techniques used including
ensemble averaging, wavelet decomposition (WD), POD and a combination of POD and
wavelet decomposition. By using these techniques on simulated data with known proper-
ties, they conclude that both POD and the combination of POD and wavelet decomposition
perform best in calculating the mean and fluctuating components of the original set.
A detailed description of the mathematical procedure of classical POD is given in
[89,90], however, this method is found to be very computationally expensive, and instead
the method of ’snap-shots’ [91] is widely used and discussed here.
If u(x, ti) describes a velocity distribution, it may be decomposed into spatial and
temporal mode components, ak(ti) and ϕk(x) such that:
u(x, ti) =
N∑
k=1
ak(ti)ϕk(x) i = 1, . . . , N (4.15)
where k is the mode number and N is the total number of time samples in the data set.
To calculate the spatial, and therefore the temporal modes, the velocity distributions are
re-organised into matrix A (4.16). M is the total number of vectors in the field per sample
and xi is the spatial location. N is the total number of time samples in the data-set. The
shape of the A matrix is therefore dependant on the spatial and temporal resolution of
the data-set.
A =

u(x1, t1) u(x1, t2) · · · u(x1, tN )
u(x2, t1) u(x2, t2) · · · u(x2, tN )
...
...
. . .
...
u(xM , t1) u(xM , t2) · · · u(xM , tN )

(4.16)
Equation 4.17 calculates the correlation matrix, C. It was shown by Chatterjee [89] that
singular value decomposition (SVD) produces eigenvectors, κ such that linear combination
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with the matrix A yields spatial POD modes as in Equation 4.18.
C =
1
N
(
ATA
)
(4.17)
ϕk(x) =
N∑
i=1
κk(ti)A(x, ti) (4.18)
By using the snap-shot method, performing an SVC on C requires calculations on a
N x N matrix i.e. proportional to the number of samples. The classical method instead
requires matrix R (Equation 4.19) which is of size M x M, proportional to the number
of spatial locations in the vector field. As M is often much greater than N, the described
method is generally more efficient. However, there could be occasions when this is not the
case if the spatial resolution is small and the number of time samples is high.
R =
1
N
(
AAT
)
(4.19)
The eigenvalues of matrix A are representative of the energy contained within each
spatial mode, these are ordered in descending order so that the early modes provide the
best representation of the energy in the flow. The cumulative energy in mode k is therefore
calculable by Equation 4.20.
Ek =
∑k
i=1 λi∑N
i=1 λi
(4.20)
The distribution of this energy is highly dependant on the organisation of the flow.
Flow dominated by larger eddies tend to have higher proportion of their energy in the early
modes, whereas highly turbulent flows require more modes to capture a large amount of
the flow energy. Figure 4.8 shows the energy and cumulative energy over 800 calculated
modes.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present the first three temporal and spatial modes respectively. It
is worth noting that any periodicity in the flow would be evident in the temporal modes
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Figure 4.8: Energy and cumulative POD mode energy distribution
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(a) Spatial mode 1, ϕ1
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(b) Spatial mode 2, ϕ2
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(c) Spatial mode 3, ϕ3
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(d) Ensemble average velocity field
Figure 4.10: Spatial modes and ensemble average velocity field
provided the original data is time resolved; which is not the case in the presented work.
Additionally, it is evident from Figure 4.10 that dominant features in the ensemble
average flow do not necessarily feature in the spatial modes. This would only be the case
if each of the snapshots were very similar or if a structure had a very high energy in a
snapshot [92,93].
Chen et. al. [93] highlights an interesting property of the spatial modes; the flow
patterns from every velocity field are contained in every mode, and it is not the case
that each mode describes a specific feature which is often implied by the descriptions in
literature.
The sets of temporal and spatial modes may be used to reconstruct the velocity fields.
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Of course, using the full set of each would recreate the original velocity fields. Using only
the early modes will reconstruct an estimate of the original velocity fields, including only
the most dominant structures.
The number of modes required to represent the flow also depends on the organisation
of the flow, highly organised flows;in which each snap-shot is similar to the ensemble
average only require a small number of modes. In more complex flows, if few modes are
used then the reconstructions may closely represent the ensemble mean [65] and turbulent
information will be lost.
The suggestion of a cut-off point, before which substantial information is lost presents
a problem when interpreting the reconstructed velocity fields. Indeed, almost each study
in literature relies on a different technique for choosing this cut-off value. Commonly this
is based on a threshold of cumulative energy, for example Beavis et. al. [94] choose the
mode at which 90% of the cumulative eigenvalue energy is contained. Similarly, Graftieaux
et. al. [95] justify a ’truncation order = 2’ i.e. 3 modes as they contain more than 90%.
The issue with choosing a somewhat arbitrary energy fraction is they are two sources of
velocity fluctuations in engine flows; those associated with turbulence and those resulting
from cycle-to-cycle variation. There are numerous studies that use a similar POD based
approach to investigate cyclic variation [70,96–100].
An alternative approach is to use information about the modes themselves to select
the cut-off value. Roudnitzky et. al. [101] assume that the cyclic variation of the mean
flow is less than the cyclic variation of the fluctuating velocity. The standard deviation
of each mode’s coefficient, ak can then be compared, yielding a cut-off mode of 3. This is
notably similar to the studies discussed earlier.
Roudnitzky et. al. [101] further confirm the selection of their cut-off mode by analysing
the decomposed fields, that is the fields generated from the first three modes, and the
fields generated only by the remaining modes. Two-dimensional velocity distributions of
the reconstructed fields show the non-coherent part follows a Gaussian PDF which may be
viewed as turbulent background Gaussian fluctuations, while the coherent reconstruction
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deviates from a Gaussian PDF.
4.3 Flame image analysis
High-speed imaging has been used in this project to capture flame images in the swirl
plane which are used to calculate burning speed.
Examples of two cases are presented in Figure 4.11. It is immediately apparent from
these image samples that there are stark differences between the two cases A and B. At
each time step case A presents a larger flame which is also brighter, suggesting methods
for how the flame images may be used to evaluate flame speed.
Image intensity may be analysed is the case in work by Ma et. al. and Catapano et.
al. [102,103]. They use OH-LIF which similar to the technique described in section 3.4.2,
except the Hydroxyl radical (OH) present in the flame front is excited by laser light. Ma
et. al. found that the intensity of the LIF signal is related to the rate of heat release
(RHR).
Previous works such as those carried out by Aleiferis et. al., Iorio et. al. and Ma
et. al. [102, 104–106] make use of a threshold based technique to identify the area and
therefore boundary of the flame. Once this area is known, the rate of change of the area
is proportional to apparent flame speed.
It is also common to calculate the radius of an equivalent circle from the area and
then use the rate of change of this radius as the flame speed. This method is more
popular in laminar flame speed measurements, where the flame more closely resembles a
circle [107–109]. However, examples can still be found in engine flame images as is the
case in the previously discussed references and therefore will be the method used in the
presented work.
Long [110, 111] describes additional valuable information that may be obtained once
the perimeter of the flame is identified. For example, the curvature and stretch of the
flame front may be calculated. However, the work by Long does not use the same chemi-
luminescence technique presented here, rather PIV seeding particles are used to identify
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(a) Case A 1.563 ms (b) Case B 1.563 ms
(c) Case A 1.875 ms (d) Case B 1.875 ms
(e) Case A 3.281 ms (f) Case B 3.281 ms
Figure 4.11: Swirl plane flame images (time refers to time after spark)
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(a) Raw image with outline imposed (b) Binary representation
Figure 4.12: Flame binarisation images
the reacting flow, and the flame area is inferred from the dark on the image. This also
allows flow velocities to be calculated in the vicinity of the flame front, which again is
outside of the scope of the presented work.
4.3.1 Flame binarisation
The first step required is to binarise the image to allow calculation of the flame area.
This involves applying a threshold value to the image to identify the regions of the image
representing the flame.
Preliminary analysis of flames found that there was large range of image intensities
between the early frames and those later in each sequence. This necessitated the use of
multiple threshold values for flame identification. A lower intensity value of 3 was found
to provide the most representative binary images for frames 1 to 10, while the remaining
frames used a threshold of 10.
The images are masked to include only the area within the piston window and then
filtered using a two-dimensional 5 x 5 pixel Gaussian filter to address noise before the
threshold is applied. An example of the flame image binarisation is presented in Figure
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4.12. The raw flame image is shown in sub-figure 4.12(a) and the binary representation in
sub-figure 4.12(b). For useful comparison, the edge of the binarised image is superimposed
on the raw flame image. To aid visualisation for the reader, the white level is reduced
in the presented version of Figure 4.12(a), the analysis is carried out on the image as
captured which appears dimmer.
4.3.2 Calculation of burning rates
The flame areas may be extracted from the binary flame images by a count of pixels within
the flame region, converted into physical area using the mapped image dimensions. By
assuming the area is that of a circle, the equivalent radius may be calculated, enabling
calculation of the equivalent spherical volume.
Comparing the sphere volume to the crank-angle dependant cylinder volume; obtained
from the engine acquisition system described in Chapter 3, gives the volumetric fraction
of burned mixture, yb. Gillespie et. al. [112] shows how this may be related to the mass
fraction (MFB) by Equation 4.21 where ρu, ρb represent the unburned and burned mixture
densities respectively, the ratio of which is approximately equal to 4.
MFB =
[
1 +
ρu
ρb
(
1
yb
− 1
)]−1
(4.21)
4.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has discussed numerical methods used in the reduction and analysis of each
type of large data set acquired throughout the presented work. Especially in the case of
optical data, the nature of the systems mean vast quantities of images and vector fields
are captured. Techniques for calculating key meaningful values which may be compared
between engine operating conditions are presented.
In the case of flow fields, it is shown how the fields may be decomposed into a coherent
part which may be analysed according to section 2.4 and turbulence which may be analysed
according to section 2.5. Additional one-point and two-point methods are also explored.
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For combustion data, a method for determining flame speeds is presented. This is based
on assessment of high-speed flame images which are binarised to allow calculation of flame
area. The area is used to estimate the flame volume and therefore allow the calculation
of volume fraction of burned charge and mass fraction of burned charge (MFB).
As the acquisition methods (Chapter 3) and data reduction methods have been dis-
cussed, the following chapter builds on the information presented to investigate the sepa-
ration of coherent structures and turbulence.
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Decomposition of flow fields
5.1 Introduction
As discussed earlier, a major objective of the presented work is to separate large scale,
dominant flow structures from the turbulence present in the flow in order to provide
quantitative information with regards to cyclic variation and turbulent energy.
This is of particular relevance in non-time resolved PIV engine experiments; where the
time interval between successive measurements cannot resolve dynamics within one engine
cycle. As the vast majority of turbulent information is derived from rms velocities and
ordinarily this would be influenced by cyclic variation of the bulk motion.
This chapter details the method developed in this work to deconstruct velocity field
measurements, from concept through to the algorithm structure. This builds on the
existing literature on POD discussed in the previous section, and describes the novel
technique developed in this thesis. The method is then applied to a set of experimental
flow fields allowing analysis on the separated coherent and turbulent fields in chapter 6.
5.2 Concept
The developed technique provides a means of separating coherent structures from tur-
bulence in a flow through the use of correlation functions. It is assumed that the flow
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fields will consist of repeated structures with their location subject to cyclic variation, and
stochastic turbulence.
The POD technique, discussed in detail in Chapter 4.2.4, may identify the most ener-
getic modes. The lower order, higher energy modes contain the coherent structures but
it is not clear where the cut-off lies between these and those modes containing stochastic
turbulence.
A method is described that will find a suitable mode selection based on a level of
high spatial correlation expected between the larger structures in each flow field, and the
remainder having the stochastic properties of a turbulent field.
In a repeated PIV experiment, it should be expected that although individual cycles
are subject to cyclic variation, the same large, coherent structures that characterise the
flow should be present in both sets and the experiments should produce statistically similar
results.
It follows that performing POD on these experiments results in the identification of the
same energetic structures in the early modes representing coherent motion. If this is the
case, a spatial cross-correlation between the spatial POD modes will show high correlation.
Conversely, as the higher order modes are representative of the turbulent structures which
exhibit stochastic behaviour, there is no significant correlation expected between these
modes.
Therefore, there exists a mode at which the two sets of spatial modes no longer corre-
late. This is defined as the cut-off to be used in the decomposition of the velocity fields.
The lower order spatial modes (and their respective temporal modes) below the cut-off
are used in the reconstruction of coherent fields, while only the modes above the cut-off
mode are used in the reconstruction of the turbulent fields.
The presented method is based on this concept, but uses a single experiment of suf-
ficient sample size to split into two sets. While larger data sets may be subject to drift,
the sample order is randomised before splitting in the presented technique to address this
potential issue.
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5.3 Algorithm structure
The developed algorithm requires an input of a sufficiently large number of instantaneous,
phase-dependant flow fields. The required number of fields will depend on flow conditions,
but this is easily checked during the first stage of processing by convergence analysis.
A random number generator function is utilised to randomly order the original data set.
This ensures that any drift within the experiment does not result in a reduced correlation
between the early and late fields. Significant drift is not expected in the tests presented
in this thesis, but this randomisation is recognised as good practice for this purpose [84].
Using the randomly ordered fields, the number of fields required for convergence of the
mean and rms velocities is calculated from two fields to the total number of fields. During
this step, a correlation is performed between the full set mean velocity field and the mean
velocity field resulting from each number of fields. The value of this correlation as well as
the convergence of mean and rms velocities is assessed at half the total number of fields. If
these values have converged, the full set may be split into two sets, each providing faithful
representation of the flow field.
POD is carried out on each of the two sets independently to produce two sets of
spatial modes, PODSetA and PODSetB, and corresponding temporal coefficients. Each
spatial mode from PODSetA is cross-correlated with its respective mode in PODSetB and
also the five surrounding modes. This allows for modest dominant mode re-ordering which
can occur, particularly for paired modes of similar energy. The pairing can occur with
two similar, but spatially shifted structures which effectively capture eddy transport when
paired with anti-phase temporal coefficients.
The maximum of these surrounding modes is considered for each mode, with a value
of lower than 0.5 considered poor correlation. This then allows a cut-off mode, m to be
identified and used to reconstruct the vector fields into a coherent field set; using modes
1 to m, and a turbulent field set, using the remaining POD modes. Reconstructed fields
from both PODSetA and PODSetB can then be recombined and, if necessary, reordered to
their original order.
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Table 5.1: PIV experiment conditions
Engine speed 2000 RPM
Manifold pressure 440 mbar
Peak cylinder pressure 8.0 bar
Valve Strategy Symmetrical
Intake timing / lift -15°/ 225°/ 9.2 mm
Exhaust timing / lift 495°/ 15°/ 9.2 mm
Imaging plane Swirl plane (horizontal)
Image timing 80°(intake)
Image frequency 3.3 Hz (every 4th cycle)
Interframe time, δt 15 µs
Number of images 800 pairs
PIV processing 1x 64x64, 2x 32x32 (87% overlap)
Table 5.2: PIV processing vector choice
Choice Average vectors Percentage
1st 26903 98.2%
2nd 385 1.4%
3rd 71 0.26%
Other/filled 48 0.17%
The algorithm structure is summarised in the flow chart, Figure 5.1.
5.4 Experimental example
The technique can be demonstrated on a phase-dependant flow field obtained from a PIV
experiment carried out in the course of the project. As the hardware and PIV processing
techniques have been extensively discussed in Chapter 3, only processing carried out once
the instantaneous vector fields are obtained will be discussed here. However, as summary
of the operating conditions is given in Table 5.1.
The quality of the vector fields has been assessed according to vector choices. Statistics
have been calculated across all 800 fields for the entire area of interest (AOI). A summary
is given in Table 5.2, based on 27,407 vectors per field.
Figure 5.2 shows the average vector field for the 800 fields collected in this experiment.
A small sample of instantaneous fields are presented in Figure 5.3. It is clear from these two
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Figure 5.1: Separation of coherent and turbulent velocity fields - flow diagram
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Figure 5.2: Average vector field
figures that whilst the mean flow field provides a good basic description of the flow field, in
this case the instantaneous fields bear little resemblance to the mean flow field. However,
one can see evidence of the two large, dominating vortices within the instantaneous images,
albeit in differing locations.
5.4.1 Convergence of vector data
According to the methodology set out, the full 800 field set is randomised and the mean
and rms velocities checked for convergence. Figure 5.4 presents profiles of rms velocities
across vectors nearest to the centre line of the cylinder; y=0.24mm, where 0 is the cylinder
centre. Figure 5.4 provides evidence that the rms velocities are a close representation using
a 400 field sample size, i.e. half of the full sample size.
Further to this, the average mean and rms velocity is averaged across the 2-D domain
for each number of fields (examples given in Figure 5.6), presented in Figure 5.5 with
summary values in Table 5.3. The rms velocities converge more quickly than the mean
velocities, settling to within 0.25% and 2.5% respectively by 400 fields.
In addition to convergence of the velocity values, at each iteration, the mean fields has
been correlated with the mean field of all 800 fields, Figure 5.7. This shows a correlation
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(a) Field 6
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(b) Field 7
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(c) Field 8
Figure 5.3: Example instantaneous fields
Table 5.3: Summary of velocities statistics based on 400 and 800 fields
400 field 800 field Difference %
U¯ 3.612 3.528 -0.084 -2.4%
urms 6.846 6.861 -0.015 -0.22%
vrms 7.234 7.235 0.001 0.01%
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(b) vrms
Figure 5.4: Profiles of rms velocities across mean flow domain (y=0.24 mm)
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Figure 5.5: Convergence of mean and rms velocities with number of vector fields
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(a) 10 field mean
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(b) 50 field mean
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(c) 400 field mean
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(d) 800 field mean
Figure 5.6: Time average vector fields based on number of instantaneous fields
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Figure 5.7: Correlation between mean velocity field for a number of instantaneous velocity
fields and the population mean velocity field
of greater than 0.99 from field 100 onwards, and a value of 0.999 for the set of 400 used
in this work.
5.4.2 Decomposition of fields
POD has been carried out using the LaVision DaVis 8.2.3 software package with double
precision enabled. It should be noted that due to the high level of overlap used in the
calculation, an artificially high vector density was produced. The fields have therefore
been halved in resolution using interpolation of six surrounding vectors. This significantly
reduced the processing time and required storage space for POD analysis, and was found
to have negligible impact on the results obtained.
The cumulative sum of energies for all POD modes are presented in Figure 5.8. The
shape of this plot may suggest the nature of some flow characteristics. Whilst, as expected,
the early modes do contain a large portion of the energy, there is no sudden change in
gradient. This suggests this suggests that the energy is distributed well over several fields,
and therefore the flow features many smaller structures.
The first three modes for each set are presented in Figure 5.9. As expected the modes
appear similar for both modes. However there are two interesting points to note. Firstly,
mode 1 (Figures 5.9(a) & 5.9(b)) appear to have opposite directions. This is due both
directions being optimal, and would lead to a reverse in the sign of the corresponding
temporal coefficient. For this reason, during the next step, the absolute value of correlation
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Figure 5.8: Sum of energies of POD modes
will be considered.
For modes 2 and 3, it appears that PODSetB mode 2 (Figure 5.9(d)) more closely
resembles PODSetA mode 3 (Figure 5.9(e)). This can happen when neighbouring modes
have similar energy content and therefore may be ranked differently in the two decom-
positions. During the next step, correlations will also be taken of the five immediately
surrounding modes in both directions.
5.4.3 POD mode correlations
The first fifty modes (for clarity purposes) are presented in Figure 5.10. Each mode,m
along the x-axis is correlated with +/- 5 modes, mode n, according to Equation 4.8. As
one would expect, the strongest correlations occur along the centre line, (m− n) = 0, but
as the higher modes are considered, the higher correlations may not be on this line due to
the later, lower energy modes being more likely to have very similar energy values.
Beyond the scale presented in 5.10 there is very little correlation with all points lower
than R=0.2. This can also be observed in Figure 5.11 which shows the maximum for each
value of m in Figure 5.10. A rational fit, with adjusted R-squared of 0.998 has also been
plotted and used to extract the cut-off mode. There is considered to be no correlation
between modes m and n when the R value is less than 0.5, using the fit in Figure 5.11,
this occurs at m = 11. Therefore, 11 modes is chosen for reconstruction of this vector field
set. The process is repeated for any other vector field sets as the exact cut-off value will
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(a) PODSetA Mode 1
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(b) PODSetB Mode 1
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(c) PODSetA Mode 2
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(d) PODSetB Mode 2
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(e) PODSetA Mode 3
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(f) PODSetB Mode 3
Figure 5.9: First three spatial POD modes for PODSetA and PODSetB
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Figure 5.10: Correlation of POD modes set A and B including surround modes
depend on the formation of the original data set.
5.4.4 Vector field reconstruction
Vector field reconstruction is again carried out using LaVision DaVis 8.2.3 software. The
first 11 modes from both PODSetA and PODSetB are used to reconstruct their respective
vector field sets. During each reconstruction, an approximated vector field using only the
information contained in the first 11 POD spatial and temporal modes. Examples of these
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Figure 5.11: Maximum Correlation for each mode (including surrounding modes)
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are presented in Figures 5.12(c)-5.12(d) & 5.13(c)-5.13(d).
For comparison, the original vector fields are also presented in Figures 5.12 & 5.13.
Approximating vector fields using only the remaining POD modes, m >cut-off, produces
vector fields containing only the turbulence. An alternative, and the method used here, is
to subtract the coherent, early mode approximated vector fields from the original vector
fields. This residual field contains just the turbulent information, examples are presented
in Figures 5.12(e)-5.12(f) & 5.13(e)-5.13(f).
5.4.5 Analysis of vector fields
Whilst in-depth analysis of the attained coherent and turbulent fields is the focus of the
subsequent chapter, some points are discussed here.
By separating the coherent, bulky motions from the turbulence it is possible to perform
additional assessments, not possible on the original data sets. It is highly important for
this analysis that the two fields do truly represent the large scale and turbulent motions
respectively. A bivariate distribution of velocity components, presented in Figure 5.14
shows how the turbulent field follows a near perfect Gaussian distribution as one would
expect from stochastic turbulence. The turbulent figure, Figure 5.14(b), is obtained from
the analysis of all 800 turbulent fields.
Similarly, the distribution of vector components from just the coherent fields is pre-
sented in Figure 5.14(a). The distribution presented here differs from the turbulent fields,
showing a strong non-Gaussian, bimodal distribution, and therefore indicating a structure
to the velocity fields.
The evidence of coherent and incoherent behaviour in the decomposed fields is further
evident in the analysis of the spatial correlations. Figures 5.15 & 5.16 show the spatial
correlation of the x (uu) & y (vv) velocity components for two points in the flow. The
points are chosen represent a central point and a point at the centre of a large scale
turbulent structure.
The figures show evidence of more pronounced correlation in the coherent fields than
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(a) Field 1 original
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(b) Field 2 original
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(c) Field 1 coherent
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(d) Field 2 coherent
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(e) Field 1 turbulence
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(f) Field 2 turbulence
Figure 5.12: Original, coherent and turbulent fields for cycle 1 & 2
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(a) Field 3 original
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(b) Field 4 original
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(c) Field 3 coherent
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(d) Field 4 coherent
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(e) Field 3 turbulence
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(f) Field 4 turbulence
Figure 5.13: Original, coherent and turbulent fields for cycle 3 & 4
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(a) Coherent field (b) Turbulent field
Figure 5.14: Bivariate distribution of velocity components in coherent and tubulent fields
(a) Coherent field, x-component (b) Incoherent field, x-component
(c) Coherent field, y-component (d) Incoherent field, y-component
Figure 5.15: Spatial correlation of velocity components for point x = −0.8mm, y = 0.8mm
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(a) Coherent field, x-component (b) Incoherent field, x-component
(c) Coherent field, y-component (d) Incoherent field, y-component
Figure 5.16: Spatial correlation of velocity components for point x = 10.3mm, y =
−9.8mm
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(a) Coherent field, x-component (b) Incoherent field, x-component
(c) Coherent field, y-component (d) Incoherent field, y-component
Figure 5.17: Integral length scale distributions
in the turbulent fields due to the stochastic behaviour of the latter. These findings are
repeated in analysis of the integral lengths scales presented in Figure 5.17. The length
scales in the coherent fields is of a similar size to the larger structures visible in both the
individual coherent flow fields and the ensemble average. In the turbulent fields, the scales
are in the range of 2.5 - 5mm, the expected range for the intake stroke of an engine [64].
As a large amount of the information obtained, particularly turbulent information is
derived from RMS velocities it is important to discuss the findings from the separated
velocity fields. Figure 5.18 shows the velocity RMS magnitude fields for the coherent and
turbulent fields when analysed separately. Focusing on the coherent field, Figure 5.18(a),
one can conclude that there are two areas of relatively high RMS magnitude. The sites of
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(a) Coherent field RMS
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(b) Turbulent field RMS
Figure 5.18: RMS velocity magnitudes for coherent and turbulent velocity fields
these matches to the sites of the vortices’ centres in the velocity fields. Cyclic variation
(discussed further in the subsequent chapter) is responsible for the spatial movement of
these sites from cycle to cycle, leading to an increase in RMS magnitude in these areas.
Turning to the turbulent field RMS, Figure 5.18(b), one can see a more homogeneous
distribution, with a slight bias towards the lower half of the cylinder, represented by y =
-26 to 0. As previously discussed, the pair of the counter-rotating vortices which dominate
the flow are often located in this area and it is expected to have a higher number of smaller
eddies around the interaction between the two larger vortices.
5.5 Chapter summary
The development of a technique for separating an instantaneous velocity field into large-
scale, bulky motions and the smaller scale turbulence motions has been discussed in this
chapter. The relevance of the technique, particularly to non-time resolved PIV experi-
mental data has also been discussed, allowing for additional information to be extracted
from existing velocity field data.
The technique has also been demonstrated on a set of velocity fields, collected during
the course of this work, and detailed in Chapter 3. By following the algorithm set out
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here, the experimental data was decomposed into a coherent part, containing large scale
motion information as well as cyclic variation, and a turbulent part.
Finally, analysis carried out on the resulting fields shows how they may be used to
obtain information regarding just the cyclic variation, without influence of the turbulence
and vice versa. The method will be applied extensively throughout the following chapter,
where it is applied to experimental data obtained under a range of VVT profiles, with
a view to assessing the cyclic variation, global characterisation parameters and turbulent
information.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of flow fields under
asymmetric valve profiles
6.1 Introduction
The current chapter details the study of in-cylinder flow structures generated as a result
of variable valve timing and lift strategies. Initially, steady-state experiments carried out
on a flow bench are used to explore and gain an initial insight into large scale flow motion
under various valve strategies.
Six selected valve strategies are further investigated using the PIV technique in the
Lotus SCORE (discussed in Chapter 3). Flow information is obtained at several times
during the intake stroke in the swirl (horizontal) plane. An additional set of experiments
is carried out in the vertical (tumble) plane to assess the effect on bulk flow velocity.
This chapter comprises of large and small scale flow characterisation including analysis
of turbulence. The large scale, coherent structures and turbulence are separated and
analysed separately according to the methodology described in Chapter 5.
As the Lotus SCORE is capable of fully variable valve timing, the asymmetric valve
strategies used in the presented work were realised by reducing the lift in one intake valve.
By fixing valve 1 and progressively reducing the lift of the second intake valve (valve 3),
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Figure 6.1: Intake valve lift profiles
it would be expected that the asymmetry would be progressively increased. The relevant
valve lift profiles are presented in Figure 6.1. For all results presented, V1 follows the
‘100%’ profile, while valve 3 lift is swept from the ‘100%’ to ‘0%’ profiles.
6.2 Steady-state flow results
Steady-state flow measurements were carried out using a replica cylinder head and valve
set as detailed in Chapter 3. The valve set which allows the lift of the two intake valves
to be independently set and fixed was tested over every combination of valve 1 and valve
3 lift between 0 - 10 mm in 1 mm increments.
At each test point the rotational speed of the swirl paddle wheel was recorded, allowing
the swirl ratio to be calculated. The surface fitting tool in MATLAB is used to generate a
contour plot for both the valve flow coefficient, Cf and swirl ratio, Rs. These are presented
in Figure 6.2. A full list of test points and results used for contour generation are presented
in Appendix A.1.
It is worth noting that the rotational direction of the paddle wheel is not taken into
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Figure 6.2: Contours for valve lift range
account in the calculation of swirl number in this method. Therefore there is no ’negative
swirl’ to distinguish between clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation. As expected in this
case, both contours in Figure 6.2 are reasonably symmetrical about the x = y diagonal
and have similar features to other work by Gurney et. al. [43]. Logically, this should
be the case where both intake runners have the same open side conditions. The level
of symmetry in these plots is indicative of both low experimental error and geometrical
consistency between the two intake valves.
The flow coefficient appears to scale in a near linear fashion with increasing valve lift;
and therefore valve flow area. The swirl ratio contour suggests that with symmetrical
valve strategies, i.e. those that follow the V 3 = V 1 diagonal, little or no swirl should be
present.
Asymmetric profiles, where V 1 = 100%, V 3 6= 100% will result in net swirl. The
degree of swirl is shown to be proportional to the level of asymmetry between the two
intake valves.
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6.2.1 Calculated valve strategy performance
The lift profiles previously presented in Figure 6.1 make it possible along with the swirl
ratio contour, Figure 6.2(b) to estimate the swirl number as function of crank angle by
quasi-steady approximation. Figure 6.3(a) shows how the valve profiles may be overlaid
on the contour plot. In this figure, and all subsequent figures, ’100%’,...,’0%’ in the legend
refers to valve lift of V3 with respect to valve V1.
Further, sub-figures 6.3(b) & 6.3(c) show how the Rs contour may be used to evaluate
the swirl ratio for each profile. Figure 6.3(b) gives insight into how swirl ratio is expected
to evolve over the intake stroke. This result is later compared to flow data obtained in
the engine environment (section 6.3.1.2). An interesting observation is that the peak swirl
ratio does not necessarily occur at the time of maximum valve lift. In actuality this only
occurs in the single valve condition, V3 = 0% as the maximum lift is also the maximum
differential lift between the two valves (as only one valve is operating).
This finding suggests that defining the swirl of a valve profile by simply considering
the time at max lift may not be appropriate in asymmetric lift valve strategies in contrast
to symmetric valve profiles where this is sufficient. Figure 6.3(c) introduces an additional
metric for defining the swirl ratio for a given profile. As is conventional, Rs,peaklift is
presented, also included is the mean value across the valve open period, Rs.
Figure 6.3(c) shows how the valve strategies are ranked by predicted swirl ratio. Both
calculated swirl ratio values, Rs,peaklift & Rs rank the valve strategies in the same or-
der. The results follow the initial assessment of Figure 6.2(b) that the strategies with an
increased level of asymmetry produce higher in-cylinder swirl.
The symmetrical profile (V3 = 100%) shows zero swirl at max lift but a small amount
when averaged over the entire intake stroke. The mechanism behind this is explored with
in-cylinder flow visualisation in the following section, section 6.3.1.1.
Whilst the focus thus far (and throughout the remainder of the chapter) has been on
the induced swirl, the flow coefficients of each of the valve strategies should be briefly
considered. Figure 6.4 presents this information. One can see increasing flow coefficient
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Figure 6.3: Calculated swirl ratios for tested profiles
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Figure 6.4: Calculated flow coefficients for tested profiles
as the strategies sweep from ’0%’ to ’100%’ as may be expected. The impact of this on
engine performance is discussed fully in Chapter 7.1.
6.3 In-cylinder flow results
Building on the information obtained from steady-state testing, airflow visualisation results
from the engine environment are presented in this section. All tests were carried out in
the Lotus SCORE (detailed in Chapter 3).
In summary, each valve condition is tested under motored conditions at 2000 RPM,
with the throttle set to achieve a peak in-cylinder pressure of 8.0 bar (+/- 0.15 bar) under
the standard (100% lift) valve conditions; equating to a cycle average manifold pressure of
approximately 450 mbar (+/- 15 mbar). There was no adjustment of the throttle between
test cases, and these pressures were maintained for all test conditions. Details of valve
timing for all cases is given in Table 6.1 where 0°refers to TDC at the start of the intake
stroke.
Under each valve condition, images were taken at 5°CA intervals from 75°CA - 100°CA
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Table 6.1: In-cylinder flow testing valve timings
Strategy V1 open/close/lift V3 open/close/lift Ex open/close/lift
100% -15°/225°/9.35 mm -15°/225°/9.35 mm 495°/15°/9.35 mm
80% -15°/225°/9.35 mm -15°/225°/7.48 mm 495°/15°/9.35 mm
60% -15°/225°/9.35 mm -15°/225°/5.61 mm 495°/15°/9.35 mm
40% -15°/225°/9.35 mm -15°/225°/3.74 mm 495°/15°/9.35 mm
20% -15°/225°/9.35 mm -15°/225°/1.87 mm 495°/15°/9.35 mm
0% -15°/225°/9.35 mm N/A 495°/15°/9.35 mm
(i.e. during the intake stroke) for a total of 800 pairs at each point. Due to the nature of
the optical engine, each run of 800 pairs was captured during a separate run, allowing the
engine to cool-down and undergo cleaning before the subsequent data was captured.
The methodology for PIV experiments is described in Chapter 3 and analysis is carried
out according to Chapters 4 & 5. Where settings have been changed for acquisition or
processing these are detailed appropriately. Full details of the test logs including operating
conditions are provided in Appendix A.
6.3.1 Swirl plane
Throughout this chapter, ’swirl plane’ shall refer to the horizontal plane across the cylinder,
30 mm below the bottom of the pent-roof as shown earlier in Figure 3.11. During engine
operation, the piston deck would cross-through the measurement plane at approximately
70°. For reference, the swirl plane view is represented in Figure 6.5.
Images captured in this plane were subjected to masking using a circular mask ap-
proximately equal to the size of the usable portion of the piston window, giving a 26 mm
radius. The origin is then set to the centre of this circle to allow for more straightforward
calculation of swirl parameters.
The acquisition was largely kept consistent across the runs, with the only deviations
being the time between image pairs, δt chosen in each image. During testing it quickly
became apparent that the level of through-plane motion increased with changing valve
strategy, therefore the δt was adjusted to take account of this. Values are given in Table
6.2 and are kept consistent for all times within each valve strategy. This was found to
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Figure 6.5: Swirl plane view
Table 6.2: Swirl plane δt values
V3 lift δt
100 % 15 µs
80 % 15 µs
60 % 10 µs
40 % 9 µs
20 % 8 µs
0 % 6 µs
give acceptable PIV vector quality with all fields returning in excess of 98.0% first choice
vectors, the values for each cycle are included with testing information in Appendix A.
6.3.1.1 Ensemble average fields
While the flow fields are decomposed in the following subsections, brief consideration
should be given to the ensemble average flow fields as they provide an overview of the
flow behaviour and allow trends to be visualised. The following pages, Figures 6.6-6.11
present the ensemble average flow fields for valve lift conditions. Within each figure, crank
angle advances in 5° steps from 70-100° to allow the development through this phase to
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be understood.
Each flow field is presented using common sized vectors giving direction only, while the
contour gives velocity magnitude. The contour colour scale has been rescaled as required
to address the changing ranges of velocities present over the entire dataset. For clarity
of presentation, the vector density has been reduced by specifying a maximum number of
1800 vectors to be displayed. These settings are used throughout the current chapter in
all presented vector fields.
The figures feature a counter-rotating vortex pair which is a common and discussed
throughout this section. This is highlighted in Figure 6.6(a). The pair is evident through-
out the 100%, 80%, 60% & 40% cases (Figures 6.6,6.7,6.8 & 6.9 respectively). This can
be seen to behave in an relatively symmetrical manner in the 100% lift case where both
V1 & V3 (left and right respectively as the image is viewed) should provide equal flow
velocities and therefore energy.
Through the 80%, 60% and 40% cases, the left hand vortex is progressively dominating
the flow spatially. The associated flow velocity is simultaneously increasing due to the
reduction in total valve area.
In the 20% and 0% cases, the flow no longer presents a two vortex structure, rather a
single vortex that is relatively centrally located in the cylinder. While there is still V3 lift
in the 20% case, this equates to only 1.87 mm lift at peak, and 1.7 mm at the time of the
first image, 75°CA. It is expected that the flow in this case will be minimal, evidenced by
the similarity to the 0% lift case.
6.3.1.2 Analysis of coherent fields
As previously discussed for the cases of 40% - 100% lift, the ensemble average suggests
the flow is dominated by counter-rotating vortices; with the left-hand side vortex rotating
clockwise and the right-hand side vortex counter-clockwise. In the other two cases, 20%
and 0% there is evidence of only a single clockwise rotating vortex dominating the flow.
On first consideration, it is perhaps expected that the 20% lift case should also exhibit
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(c) 85 °CA
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(e) 95 °CA
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(f) 100 °CA
Figure 6.6: 100% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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(b) 80 °CA
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(c) 85 °CA
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(f) 100 °CA
Figure 6.7: 80% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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Figure 6.8: 60% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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Figure 6.9: 40% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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Figure 6.10: 20% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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Figure 6.11: 0% lift ensemble average flow field sequence
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Figure 6.12: Coherent instantaneous velocity fields in 40% lift case
the counter-rotating pair behaviour. The behaviour as it is suggests a switching between
the pair and single structure types that is occurring between the 40% and 20% lift cases.
Using the decomposed, coherent velocity fields allows the vortex structures and their
centre locations to be better understood. Figure 6.12 presents two examples of the coherent
fields in the 40% lift case. These have been chosen as they suggest evidence of the switching
behaviour.
In the first example, Figure 6.12(a) a vortex pair may be clearly identified albeit
asymmetrical with the left-hand side vortex being almost central in the cylinder. In
contrast, in the second example, Figure 6.12(b) presents a cycle with only one clearly
identifiable vortex. Under such conditions, one would expect to see a large variation in
the bulk flow motion.
As the coherent fields have been obtained for all datasets, the behaviour of the vortices
may be characterised by tracking their centres (methodology presented in Chapter 4.2.3).
Figure 6.13 presents a two-dimensional histogram of vortex centre location for all V3 lift
conditions at 75°CA.
The cylinder area is binned into 3mm x 3mm squares, and the count is for a total of
800 cycles. In the 100%, 80%, 60% and 40% cases, two vortex centres have been allowed
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of vortex centres (9mm2 bins)
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for each cycle, giving a total count of 1600 centres. In the other two cases, 20% and
0% only one vortex centre is allowed. On each figure, the relevant ensemble average flow
(direction only) has been overlaid to give context to the data.
For each of the first three conditions, 100% - 60%, the spatial band of vortex centres is
reasonably tight, with little spread evident spatially. There is also a similar total number
of counts in both the left-hand side and right-hand side vortices, suggesting that every
cycle in these cases features a pair and they are stable conditions.
It is clear from the progression from Figure 6.13(a)-6.13(d) that the left-hand side
vortex is becoming more centrally located in the cylinder. This can be linked to the
higher proportion of airflow through the valve on this side as the valve strategies progress.
Figure 6.13(d) shows further evidence that the right-hand side vortex in this condition
does not appear in every cycle. The total count for the right-hand side cluster is much
smaller than that on the left. Cases with only a single vortex and therefore lacking the
interaction results in a larger spatial distribution of vortex centres.
Under the 20% lift condition, the spatial variation is seen to reduce to similar levels
seen in the conditions discussed initially. However, in the coherent fields of the 0% lift
case, there is a significant increase in the spatial distribution. Visually inspecting the
fields revealed higher levels of variation of bulk flow, as well as occasional oblong shaped
structures which causes difficulty in identifying the vortex centre using the presented
method.
Further to the data presented in Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14 presents the mean vortex
centres for each lift condition and the standard deviation for the same phase (75° CA).
The figure shows further evidence that the distribution of centre locations in the cases
with two vortices is smaller, except in the case of 40% where the left hand vortex can be
seen to have the largest deviation the 40% - 100% V3 lift cases.
The variation in vortex centre locations can be seen to influence the global swirl ratio for
the cylinder and contribute to the cyclic variation of this parameter. Figure 6.15 presents
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Figure 6.14: Mean vortex centres at 75° CA with standard deviation
the swirl ratio for individual cycles for the 75°discussed, and gives an indication of the
level of variation of swirl ratio cycle-to-cycle. All six valve lift conditions are presented to
give the size of variation context. The standard deviation for the 0% and 40% cases are
significantly higher at 0.82 and 0.70, in comparison to approx. 0.52 for the other cases.
Although it can be extracted from Figure 6.15, the ranking of valve strategies by swirl
ratios is more clearly presented in Figure 6.16 where data is also presented for the 80°CA
& 85°CA cases.
All three intake stroke positions show an increase in the magnitude of the swirl number
as the valve lift is reduced. Note, in the calculations for swirl number in this section, the
sign refers to the direction of the rotation of the flow, and a negative swirl number indicates
clock-wise flow.
In the cases of 80% and 100% lift where the flow can be seen to exhibit an almost
symmetrical counter-rotating vortex pair, the mean swirl ratio is close to zero as the two
vortices effectively cancel out their contribution to net swirl. The slight deviation from
zero being as result of the earlier discussed slight asymmetry.
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Figure 6.15: Variation of swirl ratio by cycle at 75°CA
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Figure 6.16: Swirl ratio for tested valve strategies
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of PIV and steady-state swirl ratios
As the left-hand side vortex becomes more dominant from 60% through to 0%, the
net swirl (magnitude) is increased. While flow structure appears similar in both the 20%
and 0% cases, the average flow velocity magnitude increases from 21.1 m/s to 26.5 m/s
respectively, resulting in the increased net swirl.
The trend of swirl ratio obtained from the PIV data is in agreement with the predictions
obtained from steady-state testing at the start of this chapter, ranking the strategies is
identical order. However, the trend throughout the cycle does not agree. Figure 6.17
presents a comparison of the trend throughout the cycle obtained by PIV and steady-
state. It should be noted the sign convention of the steady state data has been reversed
to match the PIV data set.
As stated in Chapter 5, the RMS and therefore RMS derived values calculated from
the coherent fields provide information about the level of cyclic variation. For example,
Figure 6.18 presents the spatial TKE distribution in the coherent fields at 75° CA. The
areas of high TKE can be seen to align well with the vortex centres and the distribution
is similar to Figure 6.13.
The behaviour of coherent structures identified in this section are responsible for the
cycle to cycle variation of large scale flows. It is these motions that determine the convec-
tive distribution within the cylinder during the intake stroke. Although it is primarily the
turbulent motion discussed in the following section that is responsible for fuel break-up
and diffusive mixing, this mode is most strongly influences the overall distribution.
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(a) 100 % lift (b) 80 % lift
(c) 60 % lift (d) 40 % lift
(e) 20 % lift (f) 0 % lift
Figure 6.18: TKE of coherent fields at 75° CA
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6.3.1.3 Turbulent field analysis
The decomposition of flow fields using the developed method allows the non-coherent
element of the flow to be analysed independently and all analysis in this section is relating
to the incoherent fields. Figures 6.19 - 6.24 present the spatial distribution of TKE and
integral length scale for each of the valve lift conditions for three points during the intake
stroke, 75°, 80°, 85°.
In the case of integral length scale, the mean of the four components calculated (i.e. two
velocity components evaluated in two directions) are plotted. In the TKE distributions,
the total energy is presented (i.e. both velocity components).
The integral length scales presented do not significantly vary spatially over the mea-
surement domain in each case. Nor does the valve strategy have significant influence over
the magnitude of length scale with the spatial averages for all cases falling between 2.1
mm - 2.6 mm with some areas reaching 4 mm - 5 mm.
This gives the indication that the cut-off between large, coherent motions and the small
scale turbulence sits around the value of 4 mm - 5 mm. This is in agreement with the values
presented in LES filtering (5). The spatial average throughout the tested valve strategies
is presented in Figure 6.25. Towards the edges of the spatial domain, occasional slightly
higher values may be observed and this is related to the curtailment of spatial correlation
data. The effect of this is minimised by employment of the confidence weighting technique
(Chapter 4).
In contrast, the TKE does exhibit spatial variation in the distribution and it does
indeed change throughout the various valve strategies. Considering the first few cases as
they are presented, 100% through to 60% lift, TKE appears to peak around the locations
of the vortices seen in the previous analysis, as well as the area between the pair. In
general in these cases, the turbulence appears higher in the lower half of the presented
plane which represents the area under the intake valves. This suggests higher turbulence
in the area where the interaction between the intake jets through the valves and existing
in-cylinder motion is occurring.
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.19: 100% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.20: 80% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.21: 60% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.22: 40% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.23: 20% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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(a) TKE distribution, 75 °CA
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(b) LAverage distribution, 75 °CA
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(c) TKE distribution, 80 °CA
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(d) LAverage distribution, 80 °CA
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(e) TKE distribution, 85 °CA
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(f) LAverage distribution, 85 °CA
Figure 6.24: 0% lift TKE and integral length scale distributions
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Figure 6.25: Laverage spatial average for tested valve strategies
The described trend changes significantly from the 40% lift cases onwards towards 0%
lift, mimicking a switching behaviour evident in earlier discussion. In these cases, the
TKE has a much larger spatial distribution throughout the plane. This together with the
increased average flow velocity magnitudes; c13 m/s to c26 m/s for 100% lift and 0% lift
at 75°CA respectively, results in a vastly increased spatial average TKE.
Figure 6.26 presents the spatial average of TKE for each of the tested valve strategies
at 75°, 80°and 85°. The clear trend from this analysis shows that the TKE is increased with
the increasing asymmetry of the valve strategy. This is the case throughout the intake
stroke, however in the presented plane, the magnitude of all cases is reduced throughout
the intake stroke.
The presented values of TKE are somewhat lower than those obtained from the raw
velocity fields. As described earlier in Chapter 2, in Equation 2.25, the raw velocity fields
are decomposed into a mean and two fluctuating components. By analysing only the raw
field, the fluctuating velocity, and therefore turbulent energy is a combination of these
contributors. Figure 6.27 shows examples of the TKE calculation based on the raw field
for the 100 % and 40 % V3 lift cases at 75° CA.
In both Figure 6.27(a) & 6.27(b) the calculated TKE is overestimated. The spatial
average for the two fields are 87.8 m2s2 and 137.4 m2s2 respectively. It can be shown in
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Figure 6.26: TKE spatial average for tested valve strategies
(a) 100 % V3 lift (b) 40 % V3 lift
Figure 6.27: TKE derived from raw vector fields at 75° CA
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Figure 6.28: TKE of constituent velocity fields for 100% and 40% V3 lift
Figure 6.28 that this value is equal to the sum of constituent fields, leading to Equation
6.1 where u, U∗ & u′ are raw, coherent and turbulent velocity fields respectively.
TKEu = TKEU∗ + TKEu′ (6.1)
6.3.2 Tumble plane
While the focus of the work in this thesis is the flow in the swirl plane and how this is
effected by the changing valve condition, for completeness, several tests have been carried
out in the tumble plane. It is clear from the discussion thus far that the flow velocity
magnitude is increased as the V3 valve lift is reduced, this should also be evident in the
tumble plane.
Throughout this subsection, the ‘tumble plane’ shall refer to the vertical plane, bisect-
ing the cylinder and intake valves, approximately in line with the edge of the spark plug.
This is further detailed earlier in Figure 3.11. Choice of location is especially important
with vertical planes as there may be dramatically different flow and therefore conclusions
drawn depending on where this is placed [50].
As a full three-dimensional description of the flow is not the intention of the current
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Figure 6.29: View of tumble plane
study, the centrally located vertical plane is chosen to give an indication of the changing
flow velocity magnitude and large scale, bulk motion within the cylinder. Imaging is
carried out in a similar manner to the swirl plane data presented and discussed, again
individual test information and PIV vector information is provided in Appendix A.
Testing in the vertical plane (Figure 6.29) did however have additional requirements
in terms of masking. Firstly, the masking need to account for the movement of the valves
in the intake stroke. Additionally, contamination of the cylinder liner due to the seeding
oil and carbon piston rings resulted in a line around the cylinder at TDC reversal point.
For these reasons the top of the mask for all cases was set to the TDC ring reversal point
(highlighted red). The bottom of the mask was set to be a few mm above the piston
location as there were strong reflections in the immediate vicinity.
6.3.2.1 Ensemble average fields
The ensemble average for 75°and 80°CA for all cases are presented in Figures 6.30 and
6.31 respectively. The flow in the higher lift cases, again from 100% to 60% exhibit fairly
similar behaviour in all three cases and in both captured times. The flow exhibits a strong
wall-jet and large tumble motion. As is the case in the swirl plane, there appears to be
switching to another structure type around the 40% lift case.
Average flow velocity magnitudes also drastically increase from c18.5 m/s in the case
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of 100% lift to c29.6 m/s in the 0% lift case. This almost doubling of the velocity is likely
the direct result of the effectively halving the valve area.
6.3.2.2 Turbulent field analysis
In similar fashion to that presented in the swirl plane, the spatial TKE and integral length
scales may be obtained by decomposing the tumble plane velocity fields as presented in
Figures 6.32 & 6.33 respectively.
Considering the TKE distributions in Figure 6.32, in the higher V3 lift cases, the
majority of the turbulent energy is centred around the top of the captured image, just
around the lower pent roof. This area sees the intake jets through the valves interacting
with the in-cylinder flow leading to increased turbulence. As there is also known to
be interaction between the two intake jets in a pent engine [23], one would expect this
behaviour in this area and could speculate that the trend would continue into the pent
area.
Other than the upper area, the turbulent energy appears to be convected by the large
scale motion, with higher magnitudes on the lower right of the image (y > 0mm, z <
−25mm). The ensemble average, Figure 6.31 shows this to have the high magnitude,
coherent motion in this direction, leading to a vortex towards z < −30mm.
6.3.3 Swirl and tumble plane intersection
By considering both the tumble and swirl planes, a comparison of the velocity profile
along the intersection may be made. The intersection is located located along y at x =
0mm, z = −30mm. The orientation of the orthogonal orientation of the planes leads to
only a single commonly measured velocity component, Vy.
Taking the 0% V3 lift, 80° data sets as an example, Figure 6.34 shows both the mean
velocity component profile and integral length scale profile. Good agreement between the
two measurement planes is evident in both velocity and derivative data.
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(c) 60% lift
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(d) 40% lift
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(e) 20% lift
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Figure 6.30: Tumble plane ensemble average flows at 75°CA
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(c) 60% lift
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Figure 6.31: Tumble plane ensemble average flows at 80°CA
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(a) 100% lift (b) 80% lift
(c) 60% lift (d) 40% lift
(e) 20% lift (f) 0% lift
Figure 6.32: Tumble plane TKE distributions at 80°
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(a) 100% lift (b) 80% lift
(c) 60% lift (d) 40% lift
(e) 20% lift (f) 0% lift
Figure 6.33: Tumble plane integral length scale distributions at 80°
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(a) Mean velocity (b) Integral length scale
Figure 6.34: Profiles at intersection of planes (x = 0mm, z = −30mm)
6.4 Chapter summary
This chapter introduced a linear sweep of asymmetric valve strategies and assessed the
effects under both steady-state flow via a steady flow rig and transient testing using the
Lotus SCORE and AVT system.
The chapter investigates both large scale, bulky flow motion initially obtained under
steady conditions and later compared to the engine environment. The global swirl ratio
assessed under both methods was found to be in agreement and concludes that as the
asymmetry of the valves increases, the swirl ratio (magnitude) also increases.
Techniques developed and described in the previous chapter allowed for the coherent
element of the flow to be extracted and studied. This data contained information relating
the the large scale vortices, responsible for the majority of global swirl. Tracking the
centres of these vortices revealed that there is a switching mechanism between a counter-
rotating vortex pair and a single vortex structure. This is shown to occur around the 40%
valve lift case. The switching leads to increased cyclic variability in this condition.
Finally, the turbulent information extracted was also analysed. The results show that
the cut-off between coherent and incoherent motions is around 4 mm - 5 mm. Looking
at the smaller scale turbulence, there appears to be a fairly uniform distribution of eddy
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size throughout the horizontal plane. However, the turbulent energy varies significantly
throughout the horizontal plane. In the higher lift cases, the TKE is concentrated around
the vortex centres and the area immediately between them, in the remaining cases, the
TKE is more evenly distributed spatially.
The following chapter discusses these results further and the impact of the valve strate-
gies on engine performance.
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Chapter 7
The impact of valve strategy
engine breathing and combustion
The previous chapter discussed how the in-cylinder flow may be controlled via use of
variable valve lift strategies, which is the main objective of the presented work. This
chapter aims to extend the understanding of the impact of the investigated valve strategies
on the operation of the engine. It is reasonable to assume that the gas exchange process,
fuel-air mixing and combustion may be affected directly or indirectly by modification of
the valve schedule.
The chapter will begin by exploring the gas exchange process, the generalised term for
the intake and exhaust strokes. One would expect the altered intake valve lift to have a
direct influence on the behaviour of the charge entering the cylinder.
It has been suggested in the literature (see Chapter 2) that the modified air flow
structures have a complex impact on fuel break-up and mixing in GDi engines, which is
out of the scope of the aims of this project. Rather, the port fuel injected (PFI) natural
gas case is considered to study the affects of valve strategy on a premixed air-fuel mixture.
Finally, the combustion behaviour under each valve strategy is investigated through
the use of in-cylinder pressure measurement and high-speed flame imaging.
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Figure 7.1: Manifold and in-cylinder pressures under each valve strategy
7.1 Impact on the gas exchange process
As the final components in the intake system, the valves play a crucial role in the gas
exchange process. By reducing the valve lift, the flow coefficient is effectively reduced
according to Chapter 2.3. Therefore work presented in this section assesses the effects on
the gas exchange process under reduced lift strategies.
7.1.1 Experimental results
During the previously discussed PIV experiments, manifold and and in-cylinder pressure
measurements were recorded. Figure 7.1 presents the mean pressures from 200 cycles in
each condition. The manifold pressure can be seen to have identical wave behaviour in all
conditions showing it is not affected by the valve lift.
As the tests were carried out over several hours, slight changes in barometric pressure
are responsible for variations in the magnitude of manifold pressure which in the worst
case is approximately 30 mbar. Figure 7.1 shows that the peak in-cylinder pressure is the
same in all cases, again suggesting that this and therefore the trapped mass is not affected
by valve lift at the tested engine speed and load condition.
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Table 7.1: Modelled conditions manifold pressures (engine speed in parentheses)
Manifold pressure [mbar]
Throttle % (2000) (2500) (3000) (3500) (4000) (4500) (5000)
11 367 298 263 245 216 198 187
22 879 827 769 733 665 612 575
30 951 939 920 902 877 850 829
60 989 985 984 978 972 967 967
7.1.2 Model results
Further to the experimental results previously presented, the effect of reducing peak valve
lift on the in-cylinder trapped mass is investigated through a thermodynamic model. A
model of the SCORE has been created in the commercially available engine modelling
software Ricardo Wave and validated within the research group.
The model is run at a range of engine speeds, between 2000 RPM and 5000 RPM for
four throttle conditions; 11°, 22°, 30° and 60°. The 11° case is approximately equivalent to
the experimentally tested condition while the other conditions provide low, medium and
high load cases. To investigate valve lift, V3 maximum lifts are set to 100% , 66% , 33%
and 0%. A summary of the manifold pressures under each throttle condition is given in
Table 7.1.
For each run the model is set to motored mode (i.e. no fuel injection or combustion).
The engine speed speed is defined and the load is controlled by the set butterfly throttle
angle. The 100% V3 lift valve timing is input into the model for both intake valves, with
intake valve V3 allowed a ’lift multiplier’ variable which is used to set valve lift.
Figure 7.2 presents the total trapped mass in each case. In the case of 11° and 22°
throttle cases, the valve lift can be observed to have negligible effect on the trapped mass
at any speed in the range tested. Further opening the throttle, in the 30° again shows
negligible effect up to an engine speed of 3500 RPM. Above this speed the trapped mass
for each valve lift increasingly diverges as engine speed is increased to 5000 RPM where
there is a maximum difference of the order of 10%.
In the case of 60° throttle, there is a difference apparent from the lowest tested engine
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Figure 7.2: Trapped mass over a range of engine speeds and loads
speed of 2000 RPM, through to a maximum difference of 15% at 5000 RPM. The findings
show that the engine is more sensitive to a reduction in valve lift at elevated loads and
engine speeds. For lower loads, the alternative strategies may be used over the entire range
tested without penalty in trapped mass. Once the load is increased, there is still relatively
little difference at low to moderate engine speeds up to 3500 RPM.
In the reduced lift cases, an increase in flow velocity through the valve is evident.
Figure 7.3 shows that both velocity is not only increased through the reduced lift valve
(V3) but also through the fully open intake valve (V1). The peak in flow velocity in Figure
7.3(b) is slightly later in the lower lift cases at which time a larger pressure differential
across the valves results in an increased velocity. In lower speed and load cases, this
increased velocity is sufficient to offset the reduced valve area which is a consequence of
the lower lift.
7.2 Impact on air-fuel mixture preparation
In this section, results are presented illustrating the qualitative air-fuel distribution in the
cylinder during the intake stroke when the engine is operated under the previously dis-
cussed valve strategies. These are obtained using the LIF technique (Chapter 3.4.2). A few
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(a) Intake valve V1 (b) Intake valve V3
Figure 7.3: Through valve velocity at low speed, low load
additional steps in the image processing that became necessary throughout image analysis
are discussed in the following section, namely a correction for shot to shot variability of
the recorded intensity.
A full listing of LIF tests carried out and used for analysis is given in Appendix A.
In summary, each valve condition; 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 20% and 0% (off) V3 valve
lift are tested according to the procedure in Chapter 3.4.2. Throughout the LIF testing,
Nitrogen was used as a fuel substitute for safety purposes, while acetone is used as the
tracer substance.
It was intended for the mixing study to fuel the engine with the same strategy (injection
timing, pressure and duration) as to achieve the equivalent of stoichiometric operation
under the same manifold pressure as the earlier presented airflow experiments. This would
be an engine load of 2.7 bar IMEP and injection pressure and duration of 4.0 bar and 12
ms respectively. However, during preliminary testing, it was found that including enough
acetone to provide sufficient signal in these conditions caused the injector not to function
correctly. Therefore, for all of the presented tests, the injection pressure was reduced to
2.7 bar and duration increased to 50 ms. The engine speed was also reduced to 1500 RPM.
These conditions were fixed for all tested cases.
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1000 images are taken during the intake stroke (100°CA) and again during the com-
pression stroke (290°CA) for each test condition. The full sets of captured data are used
for analysis to give an indication of mixedness and cyclic variability.
7.2.1 Image processing
Image pre-processing consisted of five stages. The first was cropping and rescaling the
image to show only the usable region, excluding the chamfered edge of the piston window
and surrounding reflection. The next two stages, background removal and sheet correction
are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.4.2 and will not be discussed further here. Linear
smoothing (9x9 pixels) was also applied to the images.
Throughout testing, it became clear that the shot to shot energy variation of the
laser system could impact the indicated fuel distributions. Typically an energy monitor is
used to record the laser pulse energy by splitting the beam before the experiment volume
and applying a correction to the recorded image either in real time or as part of the
pre-processing procedure.
An alternative method for correction can be achieved by calculating the spatial mean
intensity of an image and normalising the individual image to ensemble spatial mean
intensity of the image set. This gives a correction factor series, which when applied to the
images gives each image the same average intensity, but with the qualitative distribution
of fuel. This technique provides the additional benefit in that it corrects for any loss in
transmission efficiency of the optical path, i.e. fouling of the cylinder liner and/or piston
window.
Table 7.2 presents an example of the correction technique applied to the two most
extreme (high and low intensity) cases. The corrected images can be seen to retain the
spatial distribution characteristics of their respective original images while both at the
same spatial average intensity.
While Table 7.2 represents the two most extreme cases, chosen to highlight the effect
of correction, the vast majority of images required a significantly smaller correction factor
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Table 7.2: Shot to shot variation correction
Original image Factor Corrected image
=⇒
0.817
=⇒
1.414
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Figure 7.4: Image average intensity frequency
to be applied. This illustrated by the frequency distribution presented in Figure 7.4.
7.2.2 Spatial fuel distribution variation
Images pre-processed according to the previous section may be used to give an indication
of the spatial variation of air-fuel ratio. As discussed, 1000 images were taken in each case
to provide information of both the ensemble average fuel distribution and the variation
between cycles. For this purpose, a few individual cases are presented in this section to
highlight the findings, as well as the average fields and coefficient of variation.
Figure 7.5 provides four example cycles from the 0% lift case. The three cases in
Figures 7.5(b), 7.5(c), 7.5(d), 7.5(e) & 7.5(f) show cases where lean and rich regions can
clearly be identified. Throughout the captured images, the locations of these regions can
be seen to vary from cycle to cycle, and there appears to be no change in the frequency of
occurrence in any of the tested valve conditions. In fact, images featuring such stark lean
or rich regions are scarce in any of the data sets, with the majority of images more closely
resembling that in Figure 7.5(a). It should be noted that there was a strong reflection
from the intake valve which was not fully corrected in the post-processing and may be
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Table 7.3: Mean spatial variation coefficients for each case
V3 lift [%] CoV [%]
0 11.9
20 11.5
40 11.8
60 11.1
80 11.1
100 11.3
seen in some of the presented images.
These findings would tend to suggest that the fuel and air are well mixed throughout all
of the tested cases. Figures 7.6 & 7.7, show the ensemble mean and coefficient of variation
(CoV) respectively confirm this finding. The mean images in Figure 7.6 show a reasonably
uniform mixture throughout the cylinder. Figure 7.7 is consistent with this suggestion,
showing a coefficient of variation of approximately 11-12 % for all cases, summarised in
Table 7.3.
Analysis so far has focused on the mean and variation of each point over the series
of 1000 cycles, this would highlight any regions with frequent occurrence of lean or rich
mixture. The following analysis considers the distributions of intensity across the spatial
domain of individual cycles, highlighting lean or rich regions in each cycle regardless of
where they occur spatially.
The frequency count of intensity for each cycle in the 0% and 100% lift cases are
presented in Figure 7.8. The figure gives an indication of the distribution of intensity
values and therefore air-fuel ratio for individual cycles. The two extreme valve cases only
are shown for clarity, but both can be seen to exhibit similar behaviour, with few in each
case showing significant lean or rich regions.
Figure 7.9 presents the spatial variation of measured intensity for each individual
cycle for all cases. The figure shows how there is no discernible influence of the spatial
distribution of fuel between cases as there is a relatively consistent COV of approximately
8-14% for all cases.
Later, in the compression stroke the charge appears well mixed. Figure 7.10 presents
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(a) Example cycle 239, 0% V3 lift (b) Example cycle 255, 0% V3 lift
(c) Example cycle 192, 0% V3 lift (d) Example cycle 157, 0% V3 lift
(e) Example cycle 204, 100% V3 lift (f) Example cycle 384, 100% V3 lift
Figure 7.5: Example fuel spatial distribution, lean regions highlighted
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(a) 0% lift (b) 20% lift
(c) 40% lift (d) 60% lift
(e) 80% lift (f) 100% lift
Figure 7.6: Mean air-fuel ratio through 1000 cycles
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(a) 0% lift (b) 20% lift
(c) 40% lift (d) 60% lift
(e) 80% lift (f) 100% lift
Figure 7.7: Variation co-efficient through 1000 cycles
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(a) 0% V3 lift case
(b) 100% V3 lift case
Figure 7.8: Spatial distribution of intensity, normalised by spatial average
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Figure 7.9: Spatial variation per cycle
the ensemble mean intensities at 290°CA. It was necessary to apply a small additional
mask to the data at this time as due to excessive reflection on the right side (approx.
x = 15− 22mm, y = 0mm). The coefficient of variation, Figure 7.11 shows a reduction in
the cyclic variation of the distribution relative to data captured during the intake stroke
(Figure 7.7) suggesting what little spatial variation there is present in the intake stroke
data (such as lean regions presented in Figure 7.5(f)) are absent towards the end of the
compression stroke.
The data presented in this section gives the indication that changing valve strategy
does not influence the in-cylinder fuel distribution in the case of a pre-mixed charge.
This suggests that in the presented case, the mixture enters the cylinder well mixed and
remains so throughout the intake stroke. This remains into the compression stroke where
the mixture can be observed to exhibit a lower coefficient of variation.
7.3 Impact on combustion
In this section the information presented is intended to identify the extent of the impact
the previously discussed valve strategies may have on the subsequent combustion under
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(a) 0% lift (b) 20% lift
(c) 40% lift (d) 60% lift
(e) 80% lift (f) 100% lift
Figure 7.10: Mean air-fuel ratio through 1000 cycles (compression stroke)
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(a) 0% lift (b) 20% lift
(c) 40% lift (d) 60% lift
(e) 80% lift (f) 100% lift
Figure 7.11: Variation co-efficient through 1000 cycles (compression stroke)
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similar operating conditions.
High-speed imaging is carried out according to Chapter 3. The test matrix is listed in
full in Appendix A. In summary, a fired engine test is carried for each valve lift setting.
In each case the throttle was set to give a manifold pressure of approximately 460 mbar,
similar to the earlier air-flow measurement tests. The engine was operated and 2000 RPM
and each test had an engine load of 3.0 bar IMEP.
Images were captured at 6400 fps, equivalent to one image per 1.88 °CA at an engine
speed of 2000 RPM. The camera was set to record a 50 image sequence during each cycle,
with the first at -35°CA, the time of ignition. The 16 GB on-board camera memory allowed
for 218 engine cycles to be captured in each test.
Tables 7.4 & 7.5 show a cycle from three of the valve lift cases, 0%, 60% & 100% valve
3 lift over the early half of combustion. The time in °CA refers to 0°TDC and AI is time
after ignition.
In each image, the frame has been cropped and masked to the piston window. In ad-
dition, the piston window circumference and spark plug position have been superimposed
in dashed black and red respectively. To aid in visualisation of the flame images, they
have been inverted linearly. There is no image pre-processing other than the inversion,
any difference in intensity between the images is representative of the recorded flame.
In the presented tables, the first four frames are not present as without alteration of
the white level, the flame is not clearly visible in print. The images are presented with an
interval of 3.75°CA to provide an overview of the flame propagation.
While the image presented in Tables 7.4 & 7.5 show a single cycle from each of the
three cases, cycles representative of the average have been chosen in each case.
A number of observations may be made of the presented images. Firstly, the very
early images for example at 1.09 and 1.41 ms AI show propagation towards the top left
of the spark plug, away from the tip as the flame is free to propagate in this direction.
This appears to be overcome by 1.72 ms AI, where the flame is able to propagate in all
directions once the spark plug tip is engulfed.
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Table 7.4: Raw flame images for 0, 60 & 100% V3 lift cases (0.78 - 2.03 ms AI)
Time
[°CA] [msAI] 0% V3 lift 60% V3 lift 100% V3 lift
-27.50 0.78
-23.75 1.09
-20.00 1.41
-16.25 1.72
-12.5 2.03
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Table 7.5: Raw flame images for 0, 60 & 100% V3 lift cases (2.66 - 3.91 ms AI)
Time
[°CA] [msAI] 0% V3 lift 60% V3 lift 100% V3 lift
-8.75 2.66
-5.00 2.97
-1.25 3.28
2.50 3.59
6.25 3.91
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Figure 7.12: Horizontal distance flame centroid and cylinder centre
Further, the direction of flame propagation appears to be influenced by the valve
strategy. Flames in the 0% & 60% V3 lift appear to continue propagation towards the
exhaust valve, V2. Figure 7.12 shows how the mean horizontal distance between the
centres of the flame and cylinder vary for each of the valve lift conditions.
The flame images may also be used according to methodology presented in Chapter 4
to provide burning speed for the early combustion phase. In this analysis, images captured
beyond -8°CA may not be suitable as a part of the flame has extended beyond the piston
window.
Figure 7.13(a) presents the mean derived MFB values for each case throughout the
early combustion phase. Throughout all crank angles presented, the 0% V3 lift case can
be observed to have the highest burning rate, with the 80% and 100% cases the slowest.
Figure 7.13(b) presents the 10% MFB location, an indication of the rate of the early flame
development phase.
The general trend of Figure 7.13 suggests that the location of 10% MFB retards in the
higher lift cases, therefore showing slower combustion.
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(a) Derived MFB (b) 10% MFB location
Figure 7.13: Mass fraction burn derived from optical data (showing standard error)
7.3.1 Turbulence and combustion speed
It has been presented in chapter 6 that increasing the asymmetry of the intake valve
strategy results in increased levels of turbulent energy within the cylinder. In the current
chapter, the homogeneity of a pre-mixed charge is shown to be insensitive to the valve
strategy and therefore insensitive to both large and small scale flow structures.
Other results presented in this chapter show that the valve strategy can influence the
flame development duration, assessed by the time of 10% MFB. As the air-fuel mixture
is proven to be homogeneous in all cases, the decrease in combustion duration under
asymmetric strategies may be directly linked to the increased turbulent energy present in
those conditions as proposed in Figure 7.14.
7.4 Chapter summary
Previous chapters have explored how the in-cylinder air flow may be modified through
the use of variable valve timing. This chapter identifies effects in other aspects of engine
operation.
Initially, in-cylinder pressure measurements show that at the operated conditions, there
was no detrimental effect on the gas exchange process as the same trapped charge was
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Figure 7.14: Turbulent energy and combustion duration
achievable under all valve conditions. Results showed that a reduction in the valve lift
lead to an increase in flow velocity through the valve resulting in the no need for increase
in manifold pressure. However, it is expected that at increased engine loads, and speeds
above 3500 RPM the trapped mass will be reduced with the reduction in valve lift.
Air-fuel mixture visualisation measurements were carried out under each valve condi-
tion during both the intake and compression strokes to determine if the in-cylinder motion
may affect a pre-mixed charge. Results showed that the charge was well mixed during the
intake stroke with little spatial variation of air-fuel ratio. Small lean regions were identi-
fied in a small number of images, but the majority of images showed a uniform mixture,
evidenced by a coefficient of variation of c6-8% over 1000 cycles. This remained the case
during the compression stroke, where the coefficient of variation was reduced to less than
6%.
Finally, a number of fired engine tests were carried out to assess burning rate and
flame behaviour under each of the valve conditions. It was identified that the both the
propagation direction and speed are influenced by the valve strategy. Those strategies
with least V3 lift saw the flame centre appear towards left side of the cylinder view (where
V1 and V3 are left and right intake valves respectively).
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Additionally, the burning rate is observed to increase as V3 lift reduces, i.e. as the
strategy becomes more asymmetric. It is presented in the previous chapter how the tur-
bulence intensity during the intake stroke is increased with asymmetric valve operation,
assuming the increase in turbulence intensity is maintained into the compression stroke
relative to the symmetric operation case, the increased initial burning speed may be at-
tributed to the increased turbulence intensity.
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Conclusions & further work
8.1 Summary
The objective of this work was to develop the current understanding of in-cylinder flow
under variable valve strategies and assess the suitability of these strategies within a gaseous
fuelled engine. This has been achieved through the use of experimental measurements of
in-cylinder airflow in an optically accessible research engine. A summary of the presented
work is given in this section:
8.1.1 Separation of coherent and incoherent fields
A technique has been developed which uses POD to deconstruct fields into coherent and
incoherent constituents. This may be applied to non-time resolved PIV data which is often
phase-locked in engine experiments.
The technique relies on the high level of spatial cross-correlation of POD spatial modes
from two experiments (or two halves of one experiment) present in those modes represent-
ing coherent motion. The stochastic nature of turbulence causes low correlation and can
thus be distinguished from the coherent motion.
Evidence has been presented showing the characteristics of each of the two constituents
of the decomposed fields are coherent and turbulent. A bivariate distribution of velocity
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components shows the turbulent field has a Gaussian distribution, while the coherent field
has a bimodal non-Gaussian distribution.
Further, analysis of spatial correlation and integral length scale distributions from each
show the coherent fields scales are of a size approximately equal to the large structures
seen in the ensemble average images. Conversely, the scales in the incoherent fields are of
the order expected in the intake stroke of an I.C. engine.
8.1.2 The effects of asymmetric valve strategy on in-cylinder flow
The developed technique has been applied to PIV data obtained from experiments over a
range of asymmetric valve strategies, that is those where the intake valves have differing
lifts. Specifically, one valve was set the full lift schedule (100%, 9.35mm) while the second
intake valve lift is scaled as 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% 100% lift.
The decomposed velocity fields were analysed independently. Information relating
to the large scale vortex structures were obtained from the coherent fields. The cyclic
variation of these vortex locations was identified and quantified throughout the tested
conditions. These were found to be responsible for measured variation in global swirl
ratio. Global swirl ratio was found to increase with increasing valve asymmetry; matching
the conclusions of steady-state experiments.
A switching mechanism was revealed at which the flow changes from featuring a
counter-rotating vortex pair at the higher lift conditions to a single, central vortex in the
lower lift conditions. This occurs at the V 3 = 40% lift condition and results in increased
cyclic variability at this point.
Increasing the valve strategy asymmetric is found to induce turbulence and is evidenced
by increased turbulent kinetic energy. This trend is evident at each of the crank angle
times measured during the intake stroke.
Further, it has been shown that the overestimation of turbulent kinetic energy in
commonly used techniques is equal to the sum of both the true turbulent energy and the
contribution from the cyclic variation of the coherent fields.
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In both the tumble and swirl planes, the distribution of integral length scales is found
to be reasonably homogeneous across the cylinder, in the range of 3 - 5mm.
A profile of the commonly measured velocity component along the intersection of the
tumble and swirl plane is presented, showing good agreement between the two measure-
ment sets.
8.1.3 Suitability of partial lift strategies
Experimental measurements of manifold and in-cylinder pressures are made under each
of the tested valve conditions. The analysis shows that at the operated condition, 2000
RPM, 0.4 bar manifold pressure, there is no detrimental effect on the amount of trapped
mass achievable when compared to full lift conditions.
A thermodynamic model is used to expand the operating conditions to both high load
and high speed. The results show that at low to moderate load conditions there is no
impact on the trapped mass evident through the use of reduced valve lift. At higher
loads, the effect is only evident at higher engine speeds; in the tested conditions this was
identified as those above 3500 RPM but one would expect this to be dependent on engine
design. However, near full throttle conditions, there is seen to be a detrimental effect
throughout the tested engine speed range, which increases with speed.
This suggests a part lift strategy may be effectively used for low to moderate loads
across the engine speed range without impacting the amount of trapped mass.
8.1.4 The effect of asymmetric valve strategy on combustion
Fired engine tests were carried out to assess the effect of the presented valve strategies on
the combustion. It has been discussed earlier how increasing valve strategy asymmetry
may induce turbulence during the intake and potentially effect the fuel-air mixing.
To assess the effects of turbulence only on the combustion, a pre-mixed charge is
achieved by port fuel injection of natural gas. Qualitative measurements are made using
the LIF technique, showing that the valve strategy has no impact on the air-fuel distribu-
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tion, either during the intake stroke or late compression stroke.
High speed flame imaging and analysis provides details of the behaviour of the flame
during development. It can be observed that the flame behaviour changes with changing
valve strategies, with stronger propagation towards the fully opening valve. The time of
10% mass fraction burned is obtained from the images, which shows a decreasing combus-
tion duration with increasing valve asymmetry.
8.2 Conclusions
The key conclusions of the presented work is as follows:
1. It is possible to separate the coherent motion and turbulence in non-time resolved
velocity data, accomplished using a novel technique based on the spatial correlation
of POD modes.
2. By using the technique, the TKE has been calculated without the contribution from
the cyclic variation component, which would otherwise result in an over estimation.
This is calculated for a range of asymmetric valve profiles, revealing that an increase
in valve profile asymmetry results in increasing turbulent energy.
3. The increasing calculated turbulent energy has been shown to influence the measured
combustion speed in a premixed natural gas engine, resulting in a faster 10% mass
fraction burn time.
4. Analysis of the coherent fields has revealed a switching mechanism where the flow
changes from behaviour dominated by a counter-rotating vortex pair to a single, cen-
tral vortex. Around the switching point, instability in the flow is revealed, negatively
impacting the cyclic variability.
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8.3 Future work
Throughout the course of the research presented in this thesis, areas for future work to be
carried out have been identified:
A switching mechanism between flows dominated by a counter-rotating vortex pair
and a single,central vortex was identified as occurring around the V 3 = 40% lift condition.
Further investigation into the three-dimensional behaviour in this unstable condition would
be of significant interest.
In addition, the time-resolved behaviour of this switching mechanism could provide
deeper insight into the underlying mechanism. However, this would require a high-speed
PIV system, capable of multiple acquisitions per engine cycle.
While the scope of this project defined the use of port injected natural gas which has
been proven to provide a premixed, homogeneous charge, it would be interesting to see
the influence of the coherent flow structures in the direct injected case. Specifically as the
coherent motion is responsible for the convection around the cylinder.
Finally, the link between turbulent kinetic energy and the combustion duration in a
natural gas engine may be strengthened with the assessment of turbulence at the time of
spark. The technique developed in the presented work would be suitable for the analysis
of such data, but would require the use of seeding that is able to withstand the heat and
pressure of the compression stroke.
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Appendix A
Test matrices & logs
Presented in this appendix section are the test logs and summary results for all tests carried
out in this project. The logs are not intended as an exhaustive list of every parameter
recorded / calculated, but instead a summary of the key values.
The tables are arranged by each set of experiments, steady-state flow rig, PIV, LIF
and fired engine tests (combustion imaging). In the case where multiple tests have been
required to ’fine-tune’ image acquisition settings (for example δt sweeps), these have been
omitted from the tables.
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A.1 Flow rig
Run
Lift [mm] ω
L R [RPM] Rs Cf
1 0 1 137 0.3 0.08
2 0 2 639 0.9 0.12
3 0 3 877 0.9 0.16
4 0 4 909 0.72 0.21
5 0 5 840 0.58 0.24
6 0 6 876.7 0.48 0.31
7 0 7 1020 0.5 0.35
8 0 8 1135 0.54 0.36
9 0 9 1640 0.74 0.37
10 0 10 1995.3 0.86 0.39
11 1 0 60.7 0.14 0.07
12 1 1 0 0 0.12
13 1 2 572.7 0.54 0.18
14 1 3 562.3 0.44 0.22
15 1 4 584 0.38 0.26
16 1 5 574 0.31 0.31
17 1 6 883.3 0.41 0.36
18 1 7 1150 0.5 0.39
19 1 8 1351.7 0.56 0.41
20 1 9 1636.7 0.65 0.43
21 1 10 1820 0.7 0.44
22 2 0 407 0.55 0.13
23 2 1 391.3 0.38 0.17
24 2 2 204.7 0.16 0.21
25 2 3 345.7 0.22 0.27
26 2 4 376.7 0.21 0.31
27 2 5 450 0.2 0.38
28 2 6 700 0.29 0.41
29 2 7 911.3 0.35 0.44
30 2 8 1118.3 0.4 0.47
Run
Lift [mm] ω
L R [RPM] Rs Cf
31 2 9 1290 0.44 0.49
32 2 10 1368.3 0.46 0.51
33 3 0 785 0.81 0.16
34 3 1 548.7 0.42 0.22
35 3 2 566.7 0.36 0.27
36 3 3 0 0 0.33
37 3 4 525.7 0.23 0.38
38 3 5 780 0.32 0.42
39 3 6 983.3 0.37 0.45
40 3 7 1063.3 0.37 0.49
41 3 8 1060 0.35 0.51
42 3 9 1126.7 0.36 0.53
43 3 10 1140 0.35 0.55
44 4 0 838 0.65 0.22
45 4 1 573.3 0.36 0.27
46 4 2 476.7 0.26 0.32
47 4 3 443.3 0.2 0.37
48 4 4 0 0 0.42
49 4 5 356.7 0.13 0.45
50 4 6 663.7 0.23 0.49
51 4 7 776.7 0.25 0.53
52 4 8 770 0.24 0.55
53 4 9 863.3 0.25 0.57
54 4 10 903.3 0.26 0.59
55 5 0 846.7 0.54 0.26
56 5 1 581.7 0.3 0.33
57 5 2 776.7 0.35 0.37
58 5 3 823.3 0.33 0.42
59 5 4 509.7 0.19 0.46
60 5 5 0 0 0.51
61 5 6 383.3 0.12 0.54
62 5 7 556.7 0.16 0.57
63 5 8 613.3 0.18 0.59
64 5 9 750 0.21 0.62
65 5 10 827.3 0.22 0.63
Run
Lift [mm] ω
L R [RPM] Rs Cf
66 6 0 876.7 0.47 0.31
67 6 1 703.3 0.33 0.36
68 6 2 841.7 0.35 0.41
69 6 3 1000 0.37 0.45
70 6 4 701.7 0.24 0.49
71 6 5 565.3 0.18 0.53
72 6 6 0 0 0.57
73 6 7 315.7 0.09 0.61
74 6 8 446.3 0.12 0.63
75 6 9 542.7 0.14 0.65
76 6 10 590 0.15 0.66
77 7 0 965 0.48 0.34
78 7 1 903.3 0.39 0.39
79 7 2 1050 0.41 0.43
80 7 3 1123.3 0.4 0.48
81 7 4 850 0.27 0.53
82 7 5 710 0.21 0.56
83 7 6 440 0.12 0.61
84 7 7 0 0 0.64
85 7 8 0 0 0.66
86 7 9 263.3 0.07 0.68
87 7 10 370.3 0.09 0.7
88 8 0 1306.7 0.63 0.35
89 8 1 1296.7 0.54 0.41
90 8 2 1133.3 0.42 0.45
91 8 3 1056.7 0.36 0.5
92 8 4 893.3 0.28 0.54
93 8 5 790 0.23 0.58
94 8 6 550 0.15 0.63
95 8 7 211.7 0.05 0.67
96 8 8 0 0 0.68
97 8 9 0 0 0.69
98 8 10 310 0.07 0.71
99 9 0 1846.7 0.85 0.37
100 9 1 1626.7 0.65 0.44
Run
Lift [mm] ω
L R [RPM] Rs Cf
101 9 2 1198.3 0.42 0.5
102 9 3 1060 0.34 0.54
103 9 4 897.3 0.27 0.59
104 9 5 790 0.22 0.64
105 9 6 540 0.14 0.67
106 9 7 316 0.08 0.71
107 9 8 0 0 0.73
108 9 9 0 0 0.75
109 9 10 0 0 0.76
110 10 0 1816.7 0.82 0.39
111 10 1 1640 0.64 0.45
112 10 2 1238.3 0.42 0.52
113 10 3 1090 0.34 0.56
114 10 4 931.7 0.27 0.61
115 10 5 801.7 0.22 0.65
116 10 6 576.7 0.14 0.7
117 10 7 363.3 0.09 0.72
118 10 8 273.7 0.06 0.75
119 10 9 0 0 0.77
120 10 10 0 0 0.78
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A.2 PIV tests
Addition runs not included: δt sweeps etc.
Run
V3 lift Ref. t Pressure [bar] dt Vector ch.
[%] [°CA] manifold av. cylinder pk. plane [µs] 1st/2nd
1 100 75 0.430 8.0 Swirl 15 97.4/1.95
2 100 80 0.433 8.1 Swirl 15 98.2/1.41
3 100 85 0.433 8.1 Swirl 15 98.9/0.85
4 100 90 0.438 8.1 Swirl 15 99.3/0.60
5 100 95 0.438 8.1 Swirl 15 99.7/0.23
6 100 100 0.435 8.1 Swirl 15 99.8/0.17
8 80 75 0.439 8.1 Swirl 15 96.6/2.45
9 80 80 0.441 8.1 Swirl 15 97.7/1.69
10 80 85 0.436 8.0 Swirl 15 98.6/1.06
11 80 90 0.435 8.0 Swirl 15 99.3/0.60
12 80 95 0.425 8.0 Swirl 15 99.6/0.33
13 80 100 0.425 8.0 Swirl 15 99.7/0.24
17 60 75 0.429 8.0 Swirl 10 99.3/0.54
18 60 80 0.428 7.9 Swirl 10 99.6/0.33
19 60 85 0.430 7.9 Swirl 10 99.8/0.20
20 60 90 0.429 7.9 Swirl 10 99.9/0.09
21 60 95 0.428 8.1 Swirl 10 99.9/0.05
22 60 100 0.431 8.0 Swirl 10 99.9/0.03
26 40 75 0.430 7.9 Swirl 9 99.2/0.65
27 40 80 0.432 8.0 Swirl 9 99.7/0.27
28 40 85 0.432 8.0 Swirl 9 99.8/0.13
29 40 90 0.432 7.9 Swirl 9 99.9/0.07
30 40 95 0.412 7.9 Swirl 9 100.0/0.0
31 40 100 0.436 8.2 Swirl 9 100.0/0.0
Run
V3 lift Ref. t Pressure [bar] dt Vector ch.
[%] [°CA] manifold av. cylinder pk. plane [µs] 1st/2nd
33 20 75 0.436 8.1 Swirl 8 99.3/0.58
34 20 80 0.438 8.2 Swirl 8 99.7/0.22
35 20 85 0.440 8.1 Swirl 8 99.8/0.13
36 20 90 0.440 8.2 Swirl 8 99.9/0.12
37 20 95 0.438 8.1 Swirl 8 100.0/0.0
38 20 100 0.423 8.0 Swirl 8 100.0/0.0
42 0 75 0.424 8.0 Swirl 6 99.3/0.55
43 0 80 0.428 8.0 Swirl 6 99.8/0.18
44 0 85 0.427 7.9 Swirl 6 99.9/0.08
45 0 90 0.432 8.0 Swirl 6 100.0/0.0
46 0 95 0.431 8.0 Swirl 6 100.0/0.0
47 0 100 0.426 8.0 Swirl 6 100.0/0.0
56 100 75 0.439 7.8 Tumble 6 99.2/0.56
57 100 80 0.443 7.9 Tumble 6 99.6/0.27
60 80 80 0.450 8.1 Tumble 5 99.8/0.12
63 60 75 0.447 8.0 Tumble 5 99.3/0.45
64 60 80 0.443 7.9 Tumble 5 99.5/0.33
66 40 75 0.446 7.9 Tumble 5 98.1/1.36
68 40 80 0.440 8.0 Tumble 4 99.4/0.39
70 20 75 0.440 8.0 Tumble 4 98.6/0.96
71 20 80 0.440 7.9 Tumble 4 99.4/0.38
72 0 75 0.441 7.9 Tumble 4 97.5/1.76
73 0 80 0.442 8.0 Tumble 3 99.4/0.41
74 80 75 0.428 7.9 Tumble 6 98.0/1.41
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A.3 LIF tests
Large amount of LIF runs carried out for procedure refinement
not included below. Images were taken at late in compression
stroke and include a calibration image. For the purposes of cal-
ibration (qualitative), the engine was operated at lowest speed
to give uniform image for maximum intensity
LIF tracer (acetone) temperature control limits set to 32°C
(lower) and 34°C (higher). Overshoot of the system resulted
in upto 36°C.
Run
Engine speed V3 lift Pressure [bar] Image
[RPM] [%] Inj. Cyl. pk time [°CA]
11 1500 60 2.7 8.0 290
13 1500 40 2.7 8.0 290
15 1500 20 2.7 8.0 290
17 1500 0 2.7 8.0 290
19 1500 100 2.7 8.0 290
21 1500 80 2.7 8.0 290
Cal 500 100 4.0 - 290
A.4 Fired tests
Run
V3 lift Injection Pman IMEP
[%] dur. [ms] SOI [°CA] P [bar] [mbar] [bar]
A1 100 10.0 180 4.0 462 3.0
A2 80 10.0 180 4.0 467 3.0
A3 60 10.0 180 4.0 472 3.1
A4 40 10.0 180 4.0 474 3.0
A5 20 10.0 180 4.0 483 3.1
A6 0 10.0 180 4.0 490 3.1
A7 100 10.0 180 4.0 471 3.1
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